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Sebatian Gorka is the deputy assistant to President Trump. He’s a rabid anti-Islamic
presence in the world. As Mic (https://mic.com/articles/168371/one-of-trumps-
top-white-house-aides-wears-the-same-medal-worn-by-
nazi-collaborators?utm_source=policymicTBLR&utm_medium=main&
utm_campaign=social#.c0SJb7KLR) explains:

Gorka, who is of Hungarian descent, was a professor and Breitbart
(https://mic.com/topic/breitbart)'s national security editor before
joining the Trump team. A regular fixture (http://insider.foxnews.com
/tag/sebastian-gorka) on Fox News, he also has ties to the anti-Muslim
(http://talkingpointsmemo.com/dc/sebastian-gorka-washington-
experts-dc-anti-islam-ties) right (https://lobelog.com/gorkas-plan-to-
defeat-terrorism-buy-guns-read-islamophobes/). Gorka was arrested
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/tripping/wp/2017/01/27
/trump-aide-was-among-record-numbers-taking-a-gun-through-
tsa-checkpoint-last-year/) in early 2016 for trying to take a gun through
airport security (charges were dropped (https://thinkprogress.org
/gorka-charge-dismissed-480115a83610#.vxvwf8k34) after six months
of good behavior as part of a plea deal). He recently suggested
(http://www.cnn.com/2017/02/07/politics/kfile-gorka-on-fake-
news/) the Trump administration uses — and will continue to use —
the term "fake news" to describe media outlets that are critical of the
president.

Last week, Gorka was the talking face (http://www.cnn.com/2017/02/07/politics/kfile-
gorka-on-fake-news/index.html) brought out to push propaganda after Trump chose
not to mention Jews or the Holocaust during his Holocaust Remembrance Day speech.
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Gorka replied by calling criticism of the
statement "asinine," arguing that it was
motivated by the media's desire to attack
Trump.
"It's a Holocaust remembrance statement,"
Gorka said. "No, I'm not going to admit it.
Because it's asinine. It's absurd. You're
making a statement about the Holocaust.
Of course it's about the Holocaust because
that's what the statement's about. It's only
reasonable to twist it if your objective is to
attack the President."

Gorka is also a proponent of calling
everything “fake news” that isn’t a lie being
told by the Trump administration. LobeLog
points out (https://lobelog.com/why-is-trump-
adviser-wearing-medal-of-nazi-collaborators/)
that having Gorka of all people come out to
talk about something related to the Holocaust
Remembrance Day is “strange,” because
Gorka seems to like to wear the uniform of a
Nazi collaborator.

He has appeared in multiple photographs wearing the medal of a
Hungarian group listed by the State Department as having
collaborated with the Nazis during World War II.

The medal is from the order vitézi rend (http://www.vitezirend.com/). The group has
the distinction of being on a list of Nazi collaborators at
the State Department (https://fam.state.gov/searchapps
/viewer?format=html&query=vitezi&links=VITEZI&
url=/FAM/09FAM
/09FAM030207.html#M302_7_4_B_7). According to
LobeLog (https://lobelog.com/why-is-trump-adviser-
wearing-medal-of-nazi-collaborators/):

Eva Balogh, founder of the news analysis
blog Hungarian Spectrum
(http://hungarianspectrum.org/) and former
professor of Eastern European History at Yale
University, confirmed to LobeLog the identity of
the medal worn by Gorka. She said:
Yes, the medal is of the “vitézi rend”
established by Miklós Horthy in 1920. He, as a
mere governor, didn’t have the privilege to ennoble his subjects as the
king could do before 1918, and therefore the “knightly order” he
established was a kind of compensation for him. Officers and even
enlisted men of exceptional valor could become knights. Between 1920
and 1944 there were 23,000 such knights. The title was inheritable by
the oldest son. I found information (https://billiongraves.com/grave
/P%C3%A1l-Gorka/14820354#/) that makes it clear that Gorka’s father,
Pál Gorka, used the title. However, since he was born in 1930 he
couldn’t himself be the one “knighted.” So, most likely, it was Gorka’s
grandfather who was the original recipient.

Horthy would become the head of Hungary. (https://www.ushmm.org/information
/press/press-releases/collaboration-and-complicity-during-the-holocaust)
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Unlike Poland, which was under German rule, Hungary was a willing
ally of Nazi Germany.  Hungary adopted antisemitic legislation
emulating Germany’s Nuremberg Laws beginning in 1938. With its
entry into the war in 1941, Hungary sent 100,000 Jewish men to forced
labor, where 40,000 died. That same year, the Hungarian government
deported at least 15,000 Jews to German-occupied Ukraine, where they
were murdered.

Although Hungary was initially resistant to mass deportations of its
Jews, in early 1944 it agreed to do so. After the Germans occupied the
country in March 1944, they sent a small SS detachment led by Adolf
Eichmann to Budapest to work with a newly appointed prime minister
and a more cooperative government. With the approval of Miklos
Horthy, the Hungarian head of state, the Hungarian Ministry of the
Interior, police, gendarmerie, and local civilian administrators carried
out the deportations. In a matter of weeks, from May to early July, they
forced 440,000 Jews into ghettos, stripped them of their possessions,
and loaded them into trains. Some 425,000 were deported to
Auschwitz-Birkenau. More than three-quarters of them were gassed on
arrival, and additional tens of thousands died from disease, starvation,
and harsh treatment.   

Seventy-five percent of Hungary’s Jews would be dead by the end of the Holocaust. So
the man that started the group (https://books.google.com/books?id=o_p1CQAAQBAJ&
lpg=PA546&ots=DBk3pA1RSI&dq=As%20regards%20the%20Jewish%20problem
%2C%20I%20have%20been%20an%20anti-
Semite%20throughout%20my%20life.%20I%20have%20never%20had%20contact%20w
ith%20Jews.&pg=PA546#v=onepage&q=As%20regards%20the%20Jewish%20problem
%2C%20I%20have%20been%20an%20anti-
Semite%20throughout%20my%20life.%20I%20have%20never%20had%20contact%20w
ith%20Jews.&f=false) that Gorky wants historic “heritage” ties to was a huge
anti-Semite who collaborated in the murder of Jewish men, women, and children.
(https://lobelog.com/why-is-trump-adviser-wearing-medal-of-nazi-collaborators/)

“In post-World War II Hungary, no noble titles of any sort can be
officially used,” said Balogh. “The ‘knightly order’ no longer officially
exists. However, right-wing émigrés kept the order going abroad.”

She later added, “Many supporters of the Horthy regime were
enamored by the Nazis and Hitler and the ‘knights’ were especially so.
Put it that way, after 1948 one wouldn’t have bragged about his father
being a ‘vitéz.’ Lately, however, especially since 2010, it has become
fashionable again to boast about such ‘illustrious’ ancestors.”

Are they Nazis? No. Do they kind of want to maybe be Nazis? Possibly. Do people like
Gorka and others want to re-imagine right-wing fascistic European history
romantically? Yes.
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To my mind, this is a “quacks like a duck” situation.

These guys sure talk like Nazis. They sound like Nazis. They look like Nazis. They act like
Nazis. 

I'm pretty comfortable calling them Nazis. 
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I’m fine with it too.

Frikkin’ Nazis.
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Fucking Nazis!
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Yup, loved it when Elwood peeled around the traffic
jam and drove right into the Nazis marching on the
bridge and the Nazis had to jump into the river.
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The next scene opens with their license
plate. A friend of mine bought a black 1964
Cadillac convertible and purchased custom
license plates.

He had them say “BDR 529.”

Custom plates inscrutable except to the most
detail oriented “Blues Brothers” fan.
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 Recognize the song? “I Got MyEyes on You”,
by John Lee Hooker. Yeah!
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I’m not particular about the state — I hate
Nazis no matter where they hail from. 

... 
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To all the above: YES! They are Nazis! donnie is a Nazi, all his
cabinet are Nazis, the list could go on….
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Now come on. You’re not REALLY going to say that a
narcissistic German totalitarian who wants his
followers to “beat the crap” out of protesters and
throw anyone out of the country who doesn’t look like
they could be one of his family would actually be a
Nazi?

Oh. He’s ALREADY DOING THAT!!!!!!

... 
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Hmm.  I’m not so sure. Horthy himself was more of a reactionary and
opportunist, I think, more like the Junker officers in the army of Nazi Germany,
sometimes collaborating for his own reasons (recapture of historically Hungarian
territory), other times working against them, at other times capitulating under
the threat of force.

There is no doubt he was a casual anti-Semite, but overall he seems to have been
as uncooperative as he could be with the Final Solution without provoking a
German reaction.   To some degree this may have been borne of his conviction
(as a former naval officer) that Nazi Germany was doomed to defeat because of
its lack of sea power.

As for the Order of Vitez, the nature of the order as a kind of military decoration
means that it’s unlikely all members of the order were collaborators, although
there’s no doubt when Horny abdicated the Arrow Cross Party would have used
the order to its own advantage.

What’s really unseemly is someone involved in American politics wearing a
hereditary decoration of a foreign country.  That’s profoundly anti-American.
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What is a casual  anti-Semite?
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Aw, shucks.  :-)
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And wears white aftern labor day.
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One who is only anti-Semite on the weekends and during
holocaust denial days…..
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One who parrots what other people say, and ignores what they
do, but it a little more careful about his own conduct (albeit
often self-servingly so).
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I should add that a lot of things that’d mark you out as
depraved today were acceptable in polite company in the 30s:
eugenics, Naziism, anti-semitism, racism, ethnic bigotry.

I highly recommend Lord Macaulay’s essay on Machiavelli,
which delves into this phenomenon of casually accepted vice,
and why the distinction is more important than you might
think at first.
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One who wears white sheets after Labor Day.
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And where is Kathleen Turner’s housewife character
when they show up?
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Horthy never made any particular bones that he considered
Hitler the lesser of two evils, when his choices were between
Hitler and Stalin. He had little love for Nazism as a philosophy;
he was quite happy to imprison the leadership of Hungary’s
Nazi organization, the Arrow Cross Party, during the 1930s.

He was certainly an anti-Semite, but he lived in an era when
anti-Semitism was common and commonly accepted in polite
society — after all, in the U.S., you had respected industrialists
such as Henry Ford, explorers like Lindbergh and even
politicians such as Louis McFadden (chair of the House Banking
Committee, 1920-1931). What he was not was an
exterminationist, as was shown by his angry letters demanding
the cessation of deportation even after the Nazis had invaded
and occupied Hungary in Operation Panzerfaust:

Dear Sztójay (the Hungarian Prime Minister
under German occupation):

I was aware that the Government in the given
forced situation has to take many steps that I
do not consider correct, and for which I can not
take responsibility. Among these matters is the
handling of the Jewish question in a manner
that does not correspond to the Hungarian
mentality, Hungarian conditions, and, for the
matter, Hungarian interests. It is clear to
everyone that what among these were done by
Germans or by the insistence of the Germans
was not in my power to prevent, so in these
matters I was forced into passivity. As such, I
was not informed in advance, or I am not fully
informed now, however, I have heard recently
that in many cases in inhumaneness and
brutality we exceeded the Germans. I demand
that the handling of the Jewish affairs in the
Ministry of Interior be taken out of the hands
of Deputy Minister László Endre. Further more,
László Baky's assignment to the management
of the police forces should be terminated as
soon as possible.
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What did Lindbergh discover or explore.  Please don’t
say he discovered France.  Lindbergh flew a plane
with other’s technology and then used his fame to
lead a very comfortable life afterward.  
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His eldest son was kidnapped and brutally
murdered, don’t forget.
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It is just like the saying regarding pornography, it is hard to
define, but you know it when you see it! 
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Seriously?  You don’t see a difference between a weasel who
won’t stop you from rounding up Jews, and the rabid dog that
savors the rounding up?  He wasn’t making a moral statement,
but a description of intent and behavior.
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I made no judgement, but only wanted to clarify the
OP’s statement. I don’t understand you getting pissed
off at me.
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One who only fires up his ovens on special days?
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0 Recommend

One who doesn’t actually load the Jews into the trains. he just
sort of casually watches it happen.





(/user/bluehammer)

[new]


bluehammer (/user/bluehammer) grumpynerd

Feb 13 · 02:02:23 PM (/comments/1633269/65504378#comment_65504378)

Recommended 74 times

Here’s a quote from the “casual [sic] anti-Semite” Horthy:

“As regards the Jewish problem, I have been an
anti-Semite throughout my life. I have never had contact
with Jews. I have considered it intolerable that here in
Hungary everything, every factory, bank, large fortune,
business, theatre, press, commerce, etc. should be in
Jewish hands, and that the Jew should be the image
reflected of Hungary, especially abroad.”

lobelog.com/... (https://lobelog.com/why-is-trump-adviser-wearing-
medal-of-nazi-collaborators/)

It is profoundly wrong to wear such a symbol, period. He wears it
because he knows who knows what it means, and he is proud of that
meaning.



(/user/mbayrob)

[new]


mbayrob (/user/mbayrob) grumpynerd

Feb 13 · 02:03:24 PM (/comments/1633269/65504389#comment_65504389)

Recommended 46 times

I asked a Hungarian friend about this (see the comments below). Short
version: back then, the medal was more aristocratic than anything else.
Aristocratic Hungarians were reactionaries, and they mixed well with
the Nazis.

Today, the medal and costume has a different connotation. Either Gorka
is an antisemite, or he doesn’t mind if people think he’s one.
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(/user/Australian2)

[new]


Australian2 (/user/Australian2) mbayrob

Feb 13 · 09:30:41 PM (/comments/1633269/65508861#comment_65508861)

3 Recommend

Actually, the whole “Nazi Aristocrat” thing is mostly (not
entirely) a bit of Hollywood history. The Nazis were far too
ideological and populist for the aristocrats’ sake, not to
mention that many of them were very much noveaux riches in
their personal behaviour and tastes.





(/user/GrannyG)

[new]


GrannyG (/user/GrannyG) Australian2

Feb 14 · 12:29:16 PM (/comments/1633269

/65516200#comment_65516200)

2 Recommend

What it represents is more to the point than its actual
meaning. They want those they are trying to reach
“the other” to take it as a threat. These people,
including the head one, are disgusting! I’d say
un-American!! And they want “the other” to get their
warning, “we are here and you’d best watch out”!! And
those of us that care had best be ready to speak out
and work especially hard in ‘18. Bye, bye trump
followers in Congress. No backbone, no votes!!





(/user/bluesapphire48)

[new]


bluesapphire48 (/user/bluesapp mbayrob

Feb 14 · 04:11:32 PM (/comments/1633269/65519136#comment_65519136)

0 Recommend

It doesn’t matter what the symbol USED TO mean.  If he’s
wearing it now, we have to assume he believes in what it
means NOW.

... 



(/user/liberaldregs)

[new]


liberaldregs (/user/liberaldregs) grumpynerd

Feb 13 · 03:48:56 PM (/comments/1633269/65505462#comment_65505462)

Recommended 24 times

If he tries that in Germany or France or Norway or Denmark or the
Netherlands or various other places, “collaborator” isn’t a line item
designation on the foreign ministry’s list of dubious groups.  You go to
jail for espousing it.   (In Norway, they shot collaborators right through
the head and left the bodies out, something that gets attention given
that theirs is not a terribly violent culture.)



(/user/yellowdogintexas)

[new]


yellowdogintexas (/user/yellow liberaldregs

Feb 13 · 04:28:41 PM (/comments/1633269/65505778#comment_65505778)

Recommended 3 times

Also the medal’s coat of arms includes the Cross of Lorraine
which is the symbol of the French Resistance?  WTF?? 

... 

(/user/Finnegan05)

[new]


Finnegan05 (/user/Finnega yellowdogintexas

Feb 13 · 05:32:15 PM (/comments/1633269

/65506354#comment_65506354)

Recommended 4 times

It appears the medal was designed in the 1920s, so
coincidence?

... 

(/user/Australian2)

[new]


Australian2 (/user/Australi yellowdogintexas

Feb 13 · 09:34:38 PM (/comments/1633269

/65508919#comment_65508919)

It’s actually a “double cross”, as is the Cross of
Lorraine. The medal’s design is that of the Hungarian
Coat of Arms, which dates to the 15th century — the
royal House of Arpad’s red-and-white bars on the left,

... 
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the double cross to the right (dating back to Bela III,
who first instituted it) and the whole surmounted by a
depiction of the Crown of St. Stephen.

In short: It and the Cross of Lorraine are both derived
from the double-barred cross of Eastern Orthodoxy.



(/user/Nightflyer)

[new]


Nightflyer (/user/Nig Australian2

Feb 14 · 11:08:01 AM (/comments/1633269

/65514999#comment_65514999)

0 Recommend

The “Double Cross,” the symbol of “The Great
Dictator” according to Charlie Chaplin.

... 



(/user/ivorybill)

[new]


ivorybill (/user/ivorybill) grumpynerd

Feb 14 · 01:13:31 AM (/comments/1633269/65509970#comment_65509970)

20 Recommend

OK.  But who the f*ck runs around wearing grandpa’s medals clipped to
some weird black tunic?  You don’t ever want to hire wannabe idiots like
this who masturbate over family medals in any sort of responsible
position.  

Not trashing gamers here, but so many of Trump’s advisers appear to
be people who have, err, muchh more active fantasy lives than real
ones, at least when it comes to actual foreign policy or national security.
 The guy comes across as a wannabe fascist goofball.





(/user/grumpynerd)

[new]


grumpynerd (/user/grumpynerd) ivorybill

Feb 14 · 07:30:01 AM (/comments/1633269/65512001#comment_65512001)

8 Recommend

OK.  But who the f*ck runs around wearing
grandpa’s medals clipped to some weird black
tunic?

A fool.





(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) ivorybill

Feb 14 · 12:23:53 PM (/comments/1633269/65516120#comment_65516120)

4 Recommend

<< You don’t ever want to hire wannabe idiots like this who
masturbate over family medals in any sort of responsible
position.  >»

Rumpie obviously does.





(/user/Kokapelye)

[new]


Kokapelye (/user/Kokapelye) ivorybill

Feb 14 · 12:50:09 PM (/comments/1633269/65516465#comment_65516465)

From article by Allegra Kirkland in Talking Points Memo
(http://talkingpointsmemo.com/dc/sebastian-gorka-
inauguration-medal-order-vitez-horthy):
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Gorka’s choice of dress, a black braided jacket
known as a "bocskai" adorned with two
medals, wouldn't necessarily catch the eye of
an American viewer. But some Hungarians who
came across the interview interpreted the
getup as a nod to the knightly order of merit
Horthy founded in 1920, the Order of Vitéz.
Right-wing Hungarian media in particular
fixated on what it saw as Gorka's callback to a
resurgent native icon of the far-right.

Hungarian scholars who spoke to TPM did not
unanimously agree that the medal he wore on
inauguration night could definitively be
identified with Horthy’s Order of Vitéz. But they
concurred that Gorka's regalia is popular today
among Hungary's nationalist conservatives.

A White House spokeswoman did not respond
to TPM’s multiple requests for comment.

András Biro-Nagy, a professor at Budapest’s
Corvinus University, where Gorka did his Ph.D.
studies, said that the “bocskai” he wore was
popular during Horthy's rule and today is often
worn by members of the “right-wing” on special
occasions. But he noted the medal has a
distinct connotation.

“The medal is a clear sign that he sympathizes
with the Horthy era—this medal was awarded
as a state honor only between 1920 and 1944,”
Biro-Nagy told TPM.

A few far-right Hungarian publications wrote
up (http://magyaridok.hu/kulfold/trump-
tanacsadoja-buszken-vallalja-magyarsagat-
1376002/) approving stories (http://888.hu
/article-trump-tanacsadoja-bocskaiban-beszelt-
a-fox-newsban) about Gorka’s attire shortly
after inauguration.



(/user/Kokapelye)

[new]


Kokapelye (/user/Kokapelye) grumpynerd

Feb 14 · 12:40:19 PM (/comments/1633269/65516327#comment_65516327)

From Eli Clifton’s article at LobeBlog (http://lobelog.com/why-is-trump-
adviser-wearing-medal-of-nazi-collaborators
/?utm_content=bufferffa10&utm_medium=social&
utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer):
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Hungarian Collaborators….

By 1944, Horthy may have sought to distance Hungary
from Nazi Germany but agreed to deport around
100,000 Jews. The German army removed Horthy from
office after it occupied Hungary. Horthy’s actual
awareness of the fate of Hungarian Jews remains
unclear. But reports by journalists and the State
Department in 1942 are explicit about the role played
and benefits enjoyed by Vitezi Rend’s members.

A Jewish Telegraph Agency report from October
1942, describes how (http://www.jta.org/1942/10
/14/archive/hungary-will-distribute-confiscated-jewish-
property-among-war-heroes):

Confiscated Jewish real estate in Hungary
will be distributed by the government
among members of the “Hungarian Order
of Heroes” it was announced today over
the Budapest radio. The order consists of
soldiers who distinguished themselves in
the last World War or in the present war.

“In 1942 there was a so-called ‘land reform,’” said
Balogh. “It actually meant the expropriation of
agricultural lands owned by Jewish citizens. According to
government propaganda this move was necessary to
ease social tensions in the countryside but as a recent
study (http://hdke.hu/files/csatolmanyok
/11_CsoszLaszlo_Foldreform_es_Fajvedelem.pdf) (2015)
shows, most of the land went to “loyal, middle-class
supporters of the regime, among them members of the
‘vitézi rend.’”

A Checkered Legacy

The State Department lists the Order of Heroes as an
organization that was “under the direction of the Nazi
government of Germany.” Membership in such groups
during World War II could make individuals ineligible for
U.S. visas. The State Department’s website warns that
membership (https://fam.state.gov/searchapps
/viewer?format=html&query=vitezi&links=VITEZI&
url=/FAM/09FAM/09FAM030207.html#M302_7_4_B_7) in
groups under this designation:

[R]enders ineligible for a visa any alien
who participated in the persecution of any
person because of race, religion, national
origin, or political opinion during the
period from March 23, 1933, to May 8,
1945, under the direction of or in
association with the Nazi Government of
Germany or an allied or occupied
government.



(/user/grumpynerd)

[new]


grumpynerd (/user/grumpynerd) Kokapelye

Feb 14 · 01:22:46 PM (/comments/1633269/65516911#comment_65516911)

1 Recommend

The problem is that many people received the Order of Vitéz
award for their service in WW1.  By this logic anyone who
served in the German army in WW1 was a Nazi collaborator,
even if they emigrated before the 1933.  And after the Arrow
Cross Party deposed Horthy, they used all the organs of the
government for collaborationist purposes, so by this logic
anyone who was a schoolteacher in Hungary had Nazi
connections.

Don’t get me wrong.   I’d love to be able to pin explicit Nazi
affiliations on a Trump flunky.  But truth matters, and part of
that is accepting the truth is complicated.  Anyhow this story
founders on semiotics.  The relevant question isn’t what you
can possibly read into this medal, it’s what this person believes
the medal says.





(/user/KilljoyTXinMI)

[new]


KilljoyTXinMI (/user/Killjoy grumpynerd

Feb 14 · 03:32:32 PM (/comments/1633269

/65518685#comment_65518685)

... 
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One of the commenters on Lobeblog points to an
overarching point — regardless of what he *says* it
means to him, wearing the uniform of a foreign order
is a violation of Article 17 and 18 of his Naturalization
application, if he didn’t renounce membership of the
order when he filled out the application. 

Which should immediately revoke any security
clearance that he currently enjoys. 



(/user/LindaJ1485)

[new]


LindaJ1485 (/user/LindaJ1485) Kokapelye

Feb 14 · 04:01:00 PM (/comments/1633269/65519028#comment_65519028)

0 Recommend

By 1944, they saw the writing on the wall. Distance, my sainted
aunt Fanny.





(/user/Gino85)

[new]


Gino85 (/user/Gino85) grumpynerd

Feb 14 · 01:31:16 PM (/comments/1633269/65517031#comment_65517031)

0 Recommend

What exactly is a “casual anti-Semite?





(/user/Surly Curmudgen)

[new]


Surly Curmudgen (/user/Surly Curmudgen) koosah

Feb 13 · 11:25:51 PM (/comments/1633269/65509709#comment_65509709)

1 Recommend

Ludicrous, "and others want to re-imagine right-wing fascistic European history"
'Tis the left who are the fascists, not the right. 'Tis the left who are the racist
bigots, not the right. 'Tis the left who desires despotic rule, not the right.





(/user/ivorybill)

[new]


ivorybill (/user/ivorybill) Surly Curmudgen

Feb 14 · 01:15:50 AM (/comments/1633269/65509974#comment_65509974)

1 Recommend

Guessing that’s snark?  Or are you high? Or are you really a surly
“curmudgen”? 





(/user/survivor7812)

[new]


survivor7812 (/user/survivor7812) ivorybill

Feb 14 · 03:26:03 PM (/comments/1633269/65518610#comment_65518610)

1 Recommend

I could be wrong, but I read that as Mr./Ms. Curmudgeon was
trying to impart that those on the right accuse the rest of US as
being the totalitarians.





(/user/Mrsanders2)

[new]


Mrsanders2 (/user/Mrsanders2) koosah

Feb 14 · 11:54:56 AM (/comments/1633269/65515732#comment_65515732)

10 Recommend

Every day this becomes more terrifying. Terrorists are not immigrating to
America, they are walking among us in the halls of power. Even sitting at the right
hand side of our “president”.  If we do not put a stop to this, and quickly, we will
be like the frog in the slow heated pot. Oppose, Resist, Organize and VOTE! While
you still can.  God (of all faiths) Save the USA.





(/user/grannygrey50)

[new]


grannygrey50 (/user/grannygrey50) koosah

Feb 14 · 12:57:58 PM (/comments/1633269/65516569#comment_65516569)

Oh, but they are ‘romanticized Nazis’ don’cha know!  (sarcasm alert for those who
don’t understand).  They have romanticized Hitler’s ideas ...because of the term
‘Knight’. They should be called SIR..They see little wrong in what was done.  Oddly
enough, I will almost bet that a number of them were involved in teh Hungarian
Revolution, and NOT on the side of Russia..yet now they are doing or wanting to
do what happened to many of them during Russian control of Hungarian, to
those who ‘are not ‘true Hungarians’.
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(/user/Toro Blanco)

[new]


Toro Blanco (/user/Toro Blanco) Clio2

Feb 13 · 01:22:03 PM (/comments/1633269/65503908#comment_65503908)

Recommended 50 times

They’re only “not Nazis” in the pedantic sense that the Nazi Party of Germany no longer
exists and they can’t fight for Hitler and the Third Reich.

In every other sense, these people are Nazis.  They don’t “want to be” Nazis, they are. 



(/user/bluehammer)

[new]


bluehammer (/user/bluehammer) Toro Blanco

Feb 13 · 02:13:59 PM (/comments/1633269/65504511#comment_65504511)

Recommended 11 times

I agree to your point but it is a rhetorical point that should be abandoned: They
can’t be actual Nazis because it is not WW II, they aren’t German, we aren’t
Germany, we have a different form of government, etc.

Perhaps that is technically true when discussing the subject of history.

But not useful because it leaves people with some kind of false sense of security.
It deflects from the conversation that needs to be had.

It encourages people to be afraid to speak their minds, recognize the danger.



(/user/Toro Blanco)

[new]


Toro Blanco (/user/Toro Blanco) bluehammer

Feb 13 · 02:29:08 PM (/comments/1633269/65504665#comment_65504665)

Recommended 34 times

I suppose I should make it clear I am 100% in favor of calling them
“Nazis”.

I pointed this out only to minimize any efforts they might make to
deflect the accusation.  It’s like when the Daily Show called Jeff Sessions
a “Confederate Hobbit”.  Sure, he’s not TECHNICALLY from the
Confederate States of America, but he shares their views, admires their
heroes, sympathizes with them, approves of their flag, etc.  The only
thing separating him from a “true” Confederate is Date of Birth.  It’s not
disingenuous to call him a Confederate, and in point of fact it requires
some pedantic hair splitting to argue the label doesn’t fit.

So it is with these Nazis.  If they try to argue they’re not Nazis, they
should be shut down.  We have no problem calling people born decades
after the Summer of Love hippies, for example.



(/user/LindaJ1485)

[new]


LindaJ1485 (/user/LindaJ1485) Toro Blanco

Feb 14 · 04:02:39 PM (/comments/1633269/65519040#comment_65519040)

0 Recommend

I strongly object to calling him a hobbit, however.  Whatever
trashy name for the Confederates (losers, possibly) is fine.





(/user/Toro Blanco)

[new]


Toro Blanco (/user/Toro Bl LindaJ1485

Feb 14 · 04:13:56 PM (/comments/1633269

/65519161#comment_65519161)

0 Recommend

Notice I didn’t justify that part (childish name calling
isn’t very useful).  I won’t lie though, it made me
laugh...mainly because Sessions isn’t an actual Little
Person.

... 



(/user/Mirelle)

[new]


Mirelle (/user/Mirelle) bluehammer

Feb 13 · 02:36:55 PM (/comments/1633269/65504755#comment_65504755)

Recommended 17 times

How about “American Fascists”-- who proudly wear symbols of times
past when their prototypes were roaming the earth?



(/user/bluehammer)

[new]
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bluehammer (/user/bluehammer) Mirelle

Feb 13 · 02:42:39 PM (/comments/1633269/65504826#comment_65504826)

Recommended 32 times

I’ve called this ‘political philosophy’ American Fascism here
many times before. People are reluctant to accept that this is
what is happening.

There was no question in my mind once Trump said that he
could shoot someone in the street and his followers would still
follow that this is American Fascism.

That is the single most fascist thing anyone in the
administration has publicly said — until now.

Miller just announced on television that this is a fascist
government. He just didn’t use the f word. He didn’t have to.



(/user/Mirelle)

[new]


Mirelle (/user/Mirelle) bluehammer

Feb 13 · 02:49:49 PM (/comments/1633269

/65504913#comment_65504913)

Recommended 27 times

I feel the whole “lock her up” thing during the
campaign (threats of imprisoning your opposition)
falls into that category also.  The lies, accusing your
opposition of exactly what you are doing yourself-- if
we were in any other country the threats would be
carried out with physical violence.  I am with you.
American Fascism is alive and well and now its
practitioners almost completely control our
government.



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) bluehammer

Feb 14 · 06:41:27 AM (/comments/1633269

/65511420#comment_65511420)

1 Recommend

Waity-wait-wait a sec:  Steve Miller as in “the other
Steve” or “Squeaky Steve” (Bannon is “Stinky Steve”),
went on the telly and said that THIS the Trump
regime, his employer, is a fascist government?

How was that not 48-point type headlines all across
cyberspace and print media?





(/user/bluehammer)

[new]


bluehammer (/user/ G2geek

Feb 14 · 12:23:50 PM (/comments/1633269

/65516119#comment_65516119)

Steve Miller, of course. Watch the footage.

It is clear. He describes the fascist philosophy
re: authoritarianism and how citizens and
journalists will have no choice to fall in line.
And does so with implication of threat in his
demeanor and tone of voice.

It is not, because no one wants to believe this
is the U.S. Also, no one wants to be seen as
‘hysterical’.

Watch the reaction of Scarborough and
Brezinski. Scarborough goes there very
briefly (while Mika exclaims, “You told me not
to go there”) and then pivots to insulting
Miller b/c he just cannot absorb that Miller
isn’t just an obnoxious jerk mouthing off.
Miller is reading prepared statements.
Approved by the administration.

Please read this interview with Yale historian
Timothy Snyder:

international.sueddeutsche.de/…
(http://international.sueddeutsche.de
/post/157058066625/we-have-at-most-
a-year-to-defend-american)

... 
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“Now, one reason why we
cannot forget the 1930s is
that the presidential
administration is clearly
thinking about them – but in
a positive sense. They seem
to be after a kind of redo of
the 1930s with Roosevelt
where the Americans take a
different course. where we
don’t build a welfare state
and don’t intervene in
Europe to stop fascism.
Lindbergh instead of FDR.
 That is their notion.
Something went wrong with
Roosevelt and now they want
to go back and reverse it. …
And of course Bannon knows
what it means. America First
is precisely the conjuration of
this alternative America of
the 1930s where Charles
Lindbergh is the hero. This
inaugural address reeked of
the 1930s.”



(/user/GirlSwimmingInASeaOfRed)

[new]


GirlSwimmingInASeaOfRed (/use Mirelle

Feb 13 · 03:44:07 PM (/comments/1633269/65505414#comment_65505414)

Recommended 14 times

Everyone here understands exactly what you’re talking about
when you use that phrase, but there are a LOT of people out
there that have no idea what a Fascist is.  So, I think to save
time and dumb it down for the masses, Nazis is a fitting name
for them.

... 

(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) Mirelle

Feb 14 · 06:39:31 AM (/comments/1633269/65511393#comment_65511393)

5 Recommend

Sure, as long as you’re OK with using Nazi for the ones who are
anti-Semitic or similarly racist in one way or another.

We can develop a little taxonomy of the extreme right.

Dominionists are another grouping.

Ayn Randians, yet another.

All of those are various subspecies of American Fascists. 

One might also call them AmFacs for short (yes deliberate
mis-spelling of the abbreviated version so it’s obvious how to
pronounce it), because that word has vague resemblances to
both Amway and Anthrax. 





(/user/LindaJ1485)

[new]


LindaJ1485 (/user/LindaJ1485) Mirelle

Feb 14 · 04:04:46 PM (/comments/1633269/65519063#comment_65519063)

0 Recommend

What were the party names of the idiots who were pro-Hitler in
America before and likely after we went to war? A Father
Coughlin (?), a disgrace to the priesthood was part of it and
there were the equivalent of Brownshirts, I think. If they had a
name,we could resurrect that.





(/user/JerryNA)

[new]


JerryNA (/user/JerryNA) bluehammer

Feb 13 · 02:44:20 PM (/comments/1633269/65504848#comment_65504848)

There is such an organization as the American Nazi Party. They label
themselves as Nazis, so yes, there are real self-identified Nazis today.
They endorsed DT. (Not an exaggeration.) Gorkha may not be a “literal
Nazi” to you, but he is an anti-Semite working for someone endorsed by
living Nazis. Close-frigging-enough for me.
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(/user/bluehammer)

[new]


bluehammer (/user/bluehammer) JerryNA

Feb 13 · 02:56:18 PM (/comments/1633269/65504982#comment_65504982)

Recommended 13 times

I know there are self-identified Nazis today.

I know Gorka is wearing that pin as an identifier to those
people.

My whole post makes the same exact statement: close enough.

I am even of the opinion that we should not be confident that
these people are not, in fact, actual Nazis because it is not as if
all the Nazis suddenly died or changed their minds in 1946.
And it is not as if they did not adamantly believe in their
virulent political ‘philosophy’. Who believes that strongly in
something and then is content just to lose it all?

It is paramount that everyone understands whether or not
they are “literal Nazis” (a phrase I didn’t use in my post) those
are their ‘intellectual’ forebears. When someone starts out
using that point to begin action, there is only one path: bad.



(/user/ivorybill)

[new]


ivorybill (/user/ivorybill) bluehammer

Feb 14 · 01:18:08 AM (/comments/1633269

/65509979#comment_65509979)

8 Recommend

Here’s the test I apply to assholes like Gorka.  In 1943,
would he have been rounding up Jews, or would he
have been hiding them? 

I think we know the answer to that question.

I grew up in a nazi-sympathizing household and I can
smell these fetid rats a long way away. 





(/user/LindaJ1485)

[new]


LindaJ1485 (/user/Li ivorybill

Feb 14 · 04:07:47 PM (/comments/1633269

/65519090#comment_65519090)

2 Recommend

How awful for you!

... 



(/user/LindaJ1485)

[new]


LindaJ1485 (/user/LindaJ14 bluehammer

Feb 14 · 04:07:23 PM (/comments/1633269

/65519087#comment_65519087)

0 Recommend

This is a good point; the US government did allow a
fair number of rather bad Nazis (an oxymoron) in
because they were useful to our weapons efforts. I
doubt many of them were either forced to work for
Hitler’s Reich or genuinely remorseful, either. Who
knows what poisons they spread?

... 



(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anj LindaJ1485

Feb 14 · 04:44:48 PM (/comments/1633269

/65519489#comment_65519489)

0 Recommend

Curious...how is “bad Nazis” an oxymoron?
Redundant, perhaps, but a “contradiction-
in-terms”? Not hardly. In any case, I think you
make a good point, Von Braun
notwithstanding

... 



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) bluehammer

Feb 14 · 06:34:38 AM (/comments/1633269/65511346#comment_65511346)
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6 Recommend

Same case with the term “neo-nazi.” 

We’re supposed to like things that start with “neo-” because “innovation”
and “new new new” (and I don’t object to being called a “neo-Luddite”;-).

So adding “neo-” to “Nazi” softens the sting, like saying “frig!” when you
might rather say “fuck!”

We should just call them Nazis (or nazis with a small n) and let them try
to “explain themselves.” 

Attack wins, explaining loses.

As for Gorka:  Even if the symbols are arguably innocuous, the very fact
that they have the aura or vague smell of Nazi associated with them,
ought to be enough for any sensible person to stay far clear of them. 
By analogy, “this food smells odd,” so if in doubt, throw it out.

At minimum Gorka’s flirting with the dark side, and naziism is not
acceptable flirt-material.

Oh, and did he say “Jew” or “Jews” or “Jewish” even ONCE during his
spirited defense of the Holocaust Forgetfulness Statement?  I didn’t see
it in the quote above.  Hmm.

IMHO, guilty as hell.



(/user/survivor7812)

[new]


survivor7812 (/user/survivor7812) G2geek

Feb 14 · 05:33:58 PM (/comments/1633269/65519987#comment_65519987)

0 Recommend

YES, YES, YES!!! Stop capitalizing nazi, and thank you for also
noticing the lack of any Jew ANYTHING in his little “speech”!





(/user/c4714dy)

[new]


c4714dy (/user/c4714dy) bluehammer

Feb 14 · 12:49:52 PM (/comments/1633269/65516460#comment_65516460)

2 Recommend

Those who refuse to learn from history are doomed to repeat it. Can
we not do that again?





(/user/survivor7812)

[new]


survivor7812 (/user/survivor7812) c4714dy

Feb 14 · 05:34:47 PM (/comments/1633269/65519996#comment_65519996)

0 Recommend

Actually “we” have, Cambodia, Rwanda, and now AGAIN in
Syria, among others.





(/user/proud nonbeliever)

[new]


proud nonbeliever (/user/proud nonbeliever) Toro Blanco

Feb 14 · 12:52:45 PM (/comments/1633269/65516491#comment_65516491)

4 Recommend

As far as I am concerned, they are ALL members of the 4th Reich, and seem to be
QUITE proud of it.

My fear is that all of the ‘low information’, bright red state, right wing hillbilly
peckerwoods who voted this Orange Fuehrer into power are ALSO unapologetic,
proud, NAZIS as well, and would have NO PROBLEMS at all living under a fascist
dictator’s rule.





(/user/LindaJ1485)

[new]


LindaJ1485 (/user/LindaJ1485) proud nonbeliever

Feb 14 · 04:08:43 PM (/comments/1633269/65519103#comment_65519103)

0 Recommend

Until someone comes for them. I wish I thought I would be around to
see it.





(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anjaspapa) LindaJ1485

Feb 14 · 04:46:34 PM (/comments/1633269/65519504#comment_65519504)

0 Recommend

No. No, you wouldn’t.
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(/user/ps2os2)

[new]


ps2os2 (/user/ps2os2) Toro Blanco

Feb 14 · 02:44:59 PM (/comments/1633269/65518065#comment_65518065)

0 Recommend

I believe you are incorrect. Although NAZI’s are “illegal” (in Germany) you will still
find them at youth group’s with the swastika armband on.





(/user/Toro Blanco)

[new]


Toro Blanco (/user/Toro Blanco) ps2os2

Feb 14 · 06:52:19 PM (/comments/1633269/65520756#comment_65520756)

0 Recommend

My point was just that they can only claim they're not really Nazis in the
most narrow, pedantic terms.  For the record, as far as I'm concerned
they're fuckin' Nazis





(/user/Ellid)

[new]


Ellid (/user/Ellid) Clio2 Feb 13 · 02:33:14 PM (/comments/1633269/65504704#comment_65504704)

Recommended 5 times

This chivalric order was right-wing but the actual Nazis in Hungary were the Red Arrow.


(/user/evrgreen)

[new]


evrgreen (/user/evrgreen) Clio2

Feb 13 · 02:49:49 PM (/comments/1633269/65504911#comment_65504911)

Recommended 14 times

Alt Right = Old (in German Alt is Old) Reich = Nazi.

Not Neo-Nazi.

Nazi.



(/user/LNK)

[new]


LNK (/user/LNK) evrgreen

Feb 13 · 04:26:13 PM (/comments/1633269/65505764#comment_65505764)

Recommended 9 times

I am suspicious of their too cute use of the word “Alt” as in “Alt-Right” because
actual neo-Nazis in Germany called themselves Deutsche Alternativ ...not  to be
confused with current extremist, right-wing group, Alternative für
Deutschland, and [spew alert]...for a good time, have a look at their logo:
en.wikipedia.org/... (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alternative_for_Germany)



(/user/wasplover)

[new]


wasplover (/user/wasplover) LNK

Feb 13 · 06:18:23 PM (/comments/1633269/65506768#comment_65506768)

Recommended 5 times

LMAO at that logo! Would be perfect for Team Trump.



(/user/c4714dy)

[new]


c4714dy (/user/c4714dy) LNK

Feb 14 · 12:51:41 PM (/comments/1633269/65516481#comment_65516481)

1 Recommend

Can’t Nike sue for copyright infringement?
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(/user/Kokapelye)

[new]


Kokapelye (/user/Kokapelye) LNK

Feb 14 · 12:57:41 PM (/comments/1633269/65516561#comment_65516561)

0 Recommend





(/user/Thinking Dem)

[new]


Thinking Dem (/user/Thinking Dem) LNK

Feb 14 · 01:29:17 PM (/comments/1633269/65516999#comment_65516999)

0 Recommend

I can’t believe Nike is suing them!  All they did was add an arrowhead to
the Nike swoosh.





(/user/Thinking Dem)

[new]


Thinking Dem (/user/Thinking D Thinking Dem

Feb 14 · 01:29:53 PM (/comments/1633269/65517013#comment_65517013)

0 Recommend

Typo: I can’t believe Nike ISN’T suing them!

... 



(/user/Subterra)

[new]


Subterra (/user/Subterra) Clio2 Feb 13 · 04:28:01 PM (/comments/1633269/65505772#comment_65505772)

Recommended 8 times

I call them Vichy Republicans.


(/user/Buckeye54)

[new]


Buckeye54 (/user/Buckeye54) Subterra

Feb 14 · 06:38:34 AM (/comments/1633269/65511385#comment_65511385)

2 Recommend

So do I! Great minds think alike!





(/user/Thinking Dem)

[new]


Thinking Dem (/user/Thinking Dem) Subterra

Feb 14 · 01:30:27 PM (/comments/1633269/65517015#comment_65517015)

1 Recommend

Well, SOMETHING smells Vichy, that’s for sure!





(/user/Azubia)

[new]


Azubia (/user/Azubia) Clio2 Feb 13 · 10:45:49 PM (/comments/1633269/65509507#comment_65509507)

5 Recommend

Their followers think they are, or they wouldn’t make free to be leaving swastika graffiti at
hate crime scenes all over this country. And that's enough for me. 





(/user/Karrie1)

[new]


Karrie1 (/user/Karrie1) Azubia

Feb 14 · 12:13:35 PM (/comments/1633269/65515989#comment_65515989)

5 Recommend

With Bannon involved at the highest level, guys that openly support Nazi values
and tactics are a given. This is the tip of a very large iceberg. Let’s hope that the
trump administration mimics the fate of the Titanic.
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(/user/Karrie1)

[new]


Karrie1 (/user/Karrie1) Clio2 Feb 14 · 12:09:58 PM (/comments/1633269/65515939#comment_65515939)

4 Recommend

Right? just ask your self what would the GOP and all their Generals be saying if this guy
had worked for Obama, or Clinton, or Carter, …..Johnson, Kennedy...should I go on? The
fact that RW media/trump administration align themselves with a guy that openly
espouses Nazi values should have been another of THOUSANDS of disqualifies for public
office. What this says about trump supporters is still undiscovered.





(/user/roryrrk)

[new]


roryrrk (/user/roryrrk) Clio2 Feb 14 · 12:31:43 PM (/comments/1633269/65516230#comment_65516230)

2 Recommend

I prefer White Nazi Supremacists myself. They want a supreme white race only. Reality
check, if we piss off China we be all Chinese. They have the resources and soldiers to
make it happen. They control most of electronics in the world. 





(/user/LibertarianSocialistSupremeLeader)

[new]


LibertarianSocialistSupremeLeader (/user/Li roryrrk

Feb 14 · 01:10:34 PM (/comments/1633269/65516732#comment_65516732)

0 Recommend

Roryrrk, I been saying that for years about China. I guess great minds think alike.

... 



(/user/Sunshine11)

[new]


Sunshine11 (/user/Sunshine11) Clio2

Feb 14 · 01:21:09 PM (/comments/1633269/65516888#comment_65516888)

0 Recommend

The Order Vitézi Rend was  most certainly a Nazi order to  commemorate  people who
collaborated with the Nazi’s. 





(/user/mbayrob)

[new]


mbayrob (/user/mbayrob) Feb 13 · 11:48:36 AM (/comments/1633269/65502702#comment_65502702)

Recommended 31 times

Checking with a Hungarian friend about this. If he says anything about it, I’ll report back with it.

(/user/mbayrob)

[new]


mbayrob (/user/mbayrob) mbayrob

Feb 13 · 01:41:07 PM (/comments/1633269/65504129#comment_65504129)

Recommended 74 times

My friend replies. Short version: wasn’t a nazi symbol then, but it has become one:

Historically that's quite an exaggeration and is not directly true. History
wise, all of Hungary is very strongly complicit in the Hungarian holocaust
and this order was practically nobility so in that way yes they are
collaborators. However, if you look at the current situation, noone wears
the traditional Bocskai clothing with the traditional vitézi order unless they
are a neo nazi.



(/user/mbayrob)

[new]


mbayrob (/user/mbayrob) mbayrob

Feb 13 · 01:42:18 PM (/comments/1633269/65504143#comment_65504143)

Recommended 50 times

So, Gorka is wearing what Hungarians currently see as neonazi garb.



(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) mbayrob

Feb 14 · 06:46:29 AM (/comments/1633269/65511493#comment_65511493)

5 Recommend

Thereby signalling to Hungarian Nazis that if they succeed at taking over
in the next election in Hungary, they’ll have friends in the White House.





[new]
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(/user/Kokapelye)
Kokapelye (/user/Kokapelye) G2geek

Feb 14 · 01:02:58 PM (/comments/1633269/65516628#comment_65516628)

1 Recommend

From article by Allegra Kirkland in Talking Points Memo
(http://talkingpointsmemo.com/dc/sebastian-gorka-
inauguration-medal-order-vitez-horthy):

A few far-right Hungarian publications wrote
up (http://magyaridok.hu/kulfold/trump-
tanacsadoja-buszken-vallalja-magyarsagat-
1376002/) approving stories (http://888.hu
/article-trump-tanacsadoja-bocskaiban-beszelt-
a-fox-newsban) about Gorka’s attire shortly
after inauguration.

“We should focus on his outfit,” a blogger for
Valasz, a conservative weekly news
magazine, wrote (http://valasz.hu/vilag
/forradalom-cimeres-bocskaiban-beszelt-
a-trump-tanacsado-gorka-sebestyen-a-fox-
news-on-122335) in a Hungarian-language post
that included a zoomed-in still photo of Gorka,
according to an English-language translation of
the post independently commissioned by TPM.

“This is new proof that our little revolution has
won! Sebastian Gorka, future advisor to Donald
Trump, appeared on Fox News wearing none
other than a bocskai!” 

The post also mentioned that “the medal with
the crown and coat of arms (on the left) recalls
the order of knights founded by Miklos
Horthy.”





(/user/lastman)

[new]


lastman (/user/lastman) mbayrob

Feb 13 · 02:39:17 PM (/comments/1633269/65504782#comment_65504782)

Recommended 20 times

That would be just like him and Bannon. Leave a little plausible deniability.



(/user/mbayrob)

[new]


mbayrob (/user/mbayrob) lastman

Feb 13 · 02:43:43 PM (/comments/1633269/65504842#comment_65504842)

Recommended 29 times

It’s a dog whistle that’s well in the range of normal human hearing.



(/user/dear occupant)

[new]


dear occupant (/user/dear occup mbayrob

Feb 13 · 03:30:41 PM (/comments/1633269/65505281#comment_65505281)

Recommended 21 times

Can you be nauseus and furious simultaneousely, because
that's how I feel after reading this?

This REALLY needs to be shared far and wide, thank you for
posting it.

... 

(/user/G2geek)

[new]


G2geek (/user/G2geek) dear occupant

Feb 14 · 06:51:59 AM (/comments/1633269

/65511567#comment_65511567)

4 Recommend

Better nauseous and furious than cynical and
resigned.

Throwing up is also a good symbol for the present
era.

The next step is to turn the fury into enough new
voter registrations, starting now, to make the
Trumpists throw up next November and in 2020.





[new]
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(/user/c4714dy) c4714dy (/user/c471 G2geek

Feb 14 · 12:53:50 PM (/comments/1633269

/65516503#comment_65516503)

1 Recommend

Accent on the ‘starting NOW’

... 



(/user/OustHim)

[new]


OustHim (/user/Oust G2geek

Feb 14 · 01:44:03 PM (/comments/1633269

/65517199#comment_65517199)

2 Recommend

Why should we wait for 2020? Isn’t this
Trump/Republican regime/ anti-Constitution
al? With all the Trump cabinet  ties to the
Kremlin, with alternate facts and
propaganda? With Steven Miller proving that
we now have an authoritarian ruler
with   “..the President is 100% right” and “The
president's powers here are beyond
question.” Our is a bloody fascist
government now. It is not right. It is not
American.

A 6-month long impeachment is out of the
question. We really do not have that kind of
time at their current rate of destruction and
entrenchment. Why can’t   We The
People call them out on their
authoritarian behaviors and escort all  them
out of Washington DC? 

They are antagonizing Americans every step
of the way to keep us fearful, upset, and see
how powerless we can be. I don’t think so. 

... 



(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anj OustHim

Feb 14 · 04:54:27 PM (/comments/1633269

/65519572#comment_65519572)

0 Recommend

Because we ARE a nation that subscribes to
the rule of law. Break that rule and its mate,
due process, and you’ve just shit on the
Constitution and our Founding Fathers, who
wanted to AVOID popular uprisings, but still
provide a means of redress.

... 



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) dear occupant

Feb 14 · 12:29:56 PM (/comments/1633269

/65516207#comment_65516207)

2 Recommend

Why, the actual Neo-shitheads won’t understand it or
won’t believe it.  We are in the presence of
unfathomable stupidity, here.





(/user/c4714dy)

[new]


c4714dy (/user/c471 Mustang3

Feb 14 · 12:54:48 PM (/comments/1633269

/65516524#comment_65516524)

2 Recommend

The Marianas Trench of intelligence.

... 



(/user/Mr Meat)

[new]


Mr Meat (/user/Mr Meat) mbayrob

Feb 13 · 02:40:53 PM (/comments/1633269/65504803#comment_65504803)

The meaning that the medal had eighty years ago may be relevant to family
history.  In that case put it in a shadow box and hang it on the wall.  But the
meaning of openly wearing it today is different and is to be a sign for others.
 That sign is of a Neo-Nazi.  

It seems quant to now think of past presidential campaigns and the
regressives slogan of “palling around with terrorists”.    
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Recommended 27 times

(/user/mbayrob)

[new]


mbayrob (/user/mbayrob) Mr Meat

Feb 13 · 02:44:45 PM (/comments/1633269/65504849#comment_65504849)

Recommended 13 times

Most people who put up the Stars and Bars aren’t really talking about
the Civil War either, so yeah.



(/user/Marcus Graly)

[new]


Marcus Graly (/user/Marcus Graly) mbayrob

Feb 13 · 04:13:54 PM (/comments/1633269/65505664#comment_65505664)

Recommended 18 times

The Confederate battle flag is a neo nazi symbol in Germany,
largely because the swastika is banned. In the US, it’s a racist
symbol, but not necessarily a neo nazi symbol.

(Pedantically, “Stars and Bars” refers to the First Confederate
Flag, with a circle of stars in the upper left and three stripes. It
was abandoned in favor of various “battle flags” because it was
to similar to the US Flag, with the flag of the Lee’s forces
eventually becoming the Confederate symbol.)



(/user/mbayrob)

[new]


mbayrob (/user/mbayrob) Marcus Graly

Feb 13 · 04:33:35 PM (/comments/1633269

/65505819#comment_65505819)

Recommended 6 times

Forgivable pedantry :-) Good summary of the history
of it.



(/user/ivorybill)

[new]


ivorybill (/user/ivorybill) mbayrob

Feb 14 · 01:24:10 AM (/comments/1633269/65509984#comment_65509984)

13 Recommend

My mom was based in Vienna after WWII and worked in intelligence. She came of
age surrounded by Austrian and Hungarian intelligence operatives, many of
whom were former Nazis. She was always sympathetic to them, and I grew up
with whispers of “don’t believe the Jews, there’s more to this story”.

So I know these people.  I know how they think, how they act, what their symbols
mean, all about that central European white pride thing.  I rejected it when I
came of age, but I understand that way of thinking from earliest childhood and
from my own relatives. 

Gorka is one of them.  Don’t trust him for a second.  They may not be nazis, and
they may even say the right things from time to time, but they have a rot growing
in their souls and it’s hard to cure that.





(/user/sceptical observer)

[new]


sceptical observer (/user/sceptical observer) Feb 13 · 12:00:14 PM (/comments/1633269/65502870#comment_65502870)

Recommended 50 times

He also claimed to have been an expert witness in the Boston Marathon bomber trial. He wasn’t
(https://www.rawstory.com/2017/02/trump-staffer-has-lied-for-years-about-his-role-as-expert-
witness-in-boston-marathon-bombing-trial/).

(/user/ExpatGirl)

[new]


ExpatGirl (/user/ExpatGirl) Feb 13 · 12:04:23 PM (/comments/1633269/65502920#comment_65502920)

Recommended 51 times

I’m pretty comfortable calling Gorka a Nazi.

(/user/KYrocky)

[new]


KYrocky (/user/KYrocky) ExpatGirl

Feb 13 · 01:25:59 PM (/comments/1633269/65503947#comment_65503947)

Recommended 24 times

Maybe he is just respecting his heritage like, you know, confederates here.
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(/user/DBoon)

[new]


DBoon (/user/DBoon) KYrocky

Feb 13 · 01:48:13 PM (/comments/1633269/65504207#comment_65504207)

Recommended 20 times

The ones flying the dixie swastika?



(/user/mbayrob)

[new]


mbayrob (/user/mbayrob) DBoon

Feb 13 · 02:04:13 PM (/comments/1633269/65504399#comment_65504399)

Recommended 12 times

Yep. Like those confederates.



(/user/mattakar)

[new]


mattakar (/user/mattakar) KYrocky

Feb 13 · 02:14:38 PM (/comments/1633269/65504518#comment_65504518)

Recommended 11 times

The Confederates would have joined with the Nazis.



(/user/varro)

[new]


varro (/user/varro) KYrocky

Feb 13 · 08:14:41 PM (/comments/1633269/65507802#comment_65507802)

Recommended 1 time

If that’s the case, then his grandfather was shooting at our grandfathers and
great-grandfathers who were doughboys in WWI.



(/user/wuod kwatch)

[new]


wuod kwatch (/user/wuod kwatch) Feb 13 · 12:11:52 PM (/comments/1633269/65503033#comment_65503033)

Recommended 49 times

And he doesn't hide where his sympathies lie, he needs to be asked on record what that medal
means to him 

(/user/CounterPunch)

[new]


CounterPunch (/user/CounterPunch) wuod kwatch

Feb 13 · 12:40:13 PM (/comments/1633269/65503404#comment_65503404)

Recommended 22 times

Yes, this ^^^^^^^^! Let's check out a couple other news outlets and look for that tip box
some of them have, and drop a dime. Would be “informative" to see a main-stream
commentator ask him about it. Sunlight is the best disinfectant.



(/user/Wee Mama)

[new]


Wee Mama (/user/Wee Mama) Feb 13 · 12:13:03 PM (/comments/1633269/65503047#comment_65503047)

Recommended 22 times

My mother was very firm that her grandfather’s Iron Cross predates Bismarck, “when they still
meant something."

(/user/Toro Blanco)

[new]


Toro Blanco (/user/Toro Blanco) Wee Mama

Feb 13 · 01:23:53 PM (/comments/1633269/65503921#comment_65503921)

Recommended 13 times

An important distinction.  There’s no reason to be ashamed of your ancestors being
German war heroes….so long as you’re clear on which war and why.



(/user/Ceri Cat)

[new]


Ceri Cat (/user/Ceri Cat) Toro Blanco

Feb 13 · 01:47:17 PM (/comments/1633269/65504198#comment_65504198)

Recommended 5 times

Not really any reason to be ashamed regardless of war, the reason why they got
them is all that should matter. It'd be less complicated if it was the "Blue Max”
though given it fell out of military use after WWI.
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(/user/Volt3930)
[new]


Volt3930 (/user/Volt3930) Wee Mama

Feb 13 · 01:37:52 PM (/comments/1633269/65504094#comment_65504094)

Recommended 6 times

And my grandmother insisted that she moved to California from Texas. “At least 20 miles
from Oklahoma”...



(/user/mbayrob)

[new]


mbayrob (/user/mbayrob) Wee Mama

Feb 13 · 02:07:38 PM (/comments/1633269/65504449#comment_65504449)

Recommended 3 times

Interesting. The family broke with that crowd really early.  Having recently “audited” an
online course on the Second Reich, I’m curious what the family politics were like. You’re
not Catholic (which would be anti-Bismarck) nor Jewish. Do you know anything about who
they identified back then? Were they socialists?



(/user/Wee Mama)

[new]


Wee Mama (/user/Wee Mama) mbayrob

Feb 13 · 02:47:48 PM (/comments/1633269/65504888#comment_65504888)

Recommended 7 times

They left Germany before Bismarck, so maybe economic reasons? She also was
very firm that her ancestors in that line were not German but Wendish. The
saints alone know the truth of that.

My mother became Episcopalian when she married my father. Her mother was a
very devout if somewhat simple Campbellite; her father did whatever made for
peace in the family.



(/user/walkshills)

[new]


walkshills (/user/walkshills) Wee Mama

Feb 13 · 06:21:15 PM (/comments/1633269/65506798#comment_65506798)

Recommended 4 times

Many Wendts migrated to Texas. There is a Wendish musuem here
(http://texaswendish.org/museum/) at Giddings, Tx, about an hour east
of Austin on Hwy. 290.

They have lists of immigrants.



(/user/Kokapelye)

[new]


Kokapelye (/user/Kokapelye) Wee Mama

Feb 14 · 01:17:00 PM (/comments/1633269/65516821#comment_65516821)

0 Recommend

Perhaps were they Forty-Eighters? Or fleeing from doctrinal unionism
under Friedrich Wilhelm III?





(/user/itsjim)

[new]


itsjim (/user/itsjim) Feb 13 · 12:13:55 PM (/comments/1633269/65503056#comment_65503056)

Recommended 58 times

Who the hell wears medals to begin with?

(/user/Richard Cranium)

[new]


Richard Cranium (/user/Richard Cranium) itsjim

Feb 13 · 12:18:57 PM (/comments/1633269/65503115#comment_65503115)

Recommended 60 times

Nazis who never served in the U.S. military.  We officially have a junta.



(/user/flygrrl)

[new]


flygrrl (/user/flygrrl) itsjim Feb 13 · 12:23:22 PM (/comments/1633269/65503158#comment_65503158)

Recommended 56 times

The chickenhawk variety of wingnut wears medals so that we mere mortals will be
astonished by their bravery that never actually happened. 



(/user/Volt3930)

[new]


Volt3930 (/user/Volt3930) flygrrl

Feb 13 · 01:38:44 PM (/comments/1633269/65504105#comment_65504105)
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Recommended 39 times

Alt-Bravery then.

(/user/stevemb)

[new]


stevemb (/user/stevemb) flygrrl

Feb 13 · 02:49:03 PM (/comments/1633269/65504902#comment_65504902)

Recommended 9 times

So, has Trump issued himself a medal for his “personal Vietnam”
(http://people.com/politics/trump-boasted-of-avoiding-stds-while-dating-vaginas-
are-landmines-it-was-my-personal-vietnam/) (sleeping around and risking
exposure to STDs)? I can just picture him wearing a big Seal of Studishness (a
gold trucker-girl silhouette with lava-lamp-pattern ribbon).



(/user/MatthewFord)

[new]


MatthewFord (/user/MatthewFord) flygrrl

Feb 14 · 07:10:00 AM (/comments/1633269/65511771#comment_65511771)

2 Recommend

And have the nerve to call people who oppose wars cowards.





(/user/psnyder)

[new]


psnyder (/user/psnyder) itsjim Feb 13 · 12:28:57 PM (/comments/1633269/65503246#comment_65503246)

Recommended 51 times

My dad was a WWII vet with plenty of medals/ribbons. He wore them when he was in
uniform, never otherwise.



(/user/itsjim)

[new]


itsjim (/user/itsjim) psnyder

Feb 13 · 12:54:22 PM (/comments/1633269/65503569#comment_65503569)

Recommended 22 times

That makes sense, on a uniform.



(/user/Ceri Cat)

[new]


Ceri Cat (/user/Ceri Cat) itsjim

Feb 13 · 01:58:35 PM (/comments/1633269/65504331#comment_65504331)

Recommended 7 times

Chivalric order badges usually can be worn at any time with the use
being a matter of courtesy to the host (in other words the host says if
it's appropriate at a function).



(/user/itsjim)

[new]


itsjim (/user/itsjim) Ceri Cat

Feb 13 · 02:21:55 PM (/comments/1633269/65504596#comment_65504596)

Recommended 13 times

I must not run in the right circles. I know a couple guys who
wear rings for bowling perfect games, but that’s about it.



(/user/Ceri Cat)

[new]


Ceri Cat (/user/Ceri Cat) itsjim

Feb 13 · 02:42:16 PM (/comments/1633269

/65504820#comment_65504820)

Recommended 3 times

Neither of us do, precious few outside Europe are
members of any such orders. The only ones I can
think of that are American are Richard Armitage
(Honorary KCMG), and Angelina Joline (Honorary
DCMG) and I don't believe they're entitled to wear any
form of regalia with that recognition.



(/user/Kokapelye)

[new]


Kokapelye (/user/Ko Ceri Cat

Feb 14 · 01:26:22 PM (/comments/1633269

/65516958#comment_65516958)

... 
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0 Recommend

The Honorable Order of Kentucky Colonels?



(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anjaspapa) Ceri Cat

Feb 14 · 05:00:30 PM (/comments/1633269/65519619#comment_65519619)

0 Recommend

I have a few Masonic “medals” (they’re actually lapel pins), but I
only wear them on one particular suit, and that suit only on
special occasions.





(/user/MKS)

[new]


MKS (/user/MKS) psnyder

Feb 13 · 03:04:01 PM (/comments/1633269/65505050#comment_65505050)

Recommended 11 times

I would never wear my Dad's medals.



(/user/Australian2)

[new]


Australian2 (/user/Australian2) MKS

Feb 13 · 09:48:52 PM (/comments/1633269/65509075#comment_65509075)

2 Recommend

Your Dad’s medals aren’t inheritable (in terms of legal status), unlike
membership in some knightly orders.





(/user/liberaldregs)

[new]


liberaldregs (/user/liberaldregs) psnyder

Feb 13 · 03:56:37 PM (/comments/1633269/65505521#comment_65505521)

Recommended 13 times

One sees quite a few active servicefolk in airports in uniform (presumably going
to or from whatever duty assignment).  Some of them are clearly old enough to
have served in Iraq or Afghanistan (and the occasional officer who might go back
to Gulf War 1).  None of them wear any medals.  Somehow, they don’t all impress
me as being desk pushers.

The only time I’ve ever seen medals on anyone is veterans on Veteran’s day and
military folk in DC in dress uniform (where I think that’s what you’re supposed to
do).  And, oh yes, lots of non-standard appearing ones on chickenhawk
chickenshits.

I wonder how long before these thugs dress themselves up in Medals of Honor? 
Or will they just go to Orders of the Reich?



(/user/dksbook)

[new]


dksbook (/user/dksbook) liberaldregs

Feb 13 · 04:34:50 PM (/comments/1633269/65505830#comment_65505830)

Recommended 5 times

They wear ribbons the color of the ribbon holding the medals when
they wear their “business suit” uniform. Small medals they have been
awarded are worn with their most formal uniforms.



(/user/Kitsap River)

[new]


Kitsap River (/user/Kitsap River) liberaldregs

Feb 13 · 04:49:56 PM (/comments/1633269/65505957#comment_65505957)

I have a friend who’s a disabled Vietnam vet. He earned his share of
medals, including at least one Purple Heart. He has never worn a medal
of any kind in the 17 years that I’ve known him. I have another really
dear friend, sister and mentor who has another disabled Nam vet
buddy, whom I’ve met and hung out with on several occasions. That
particular man spent a good couple of decades minimum in a hut he
built for himself in the Alaska outback, helping himself heal as best he
could from Nam and especially from massive PTSD. Like other combat
vets I’ve known, that PTSD never goes away or even really diminishes.  

I’Ve got PTSD from being raped as a 10 year old, raped as a young adult,
raped and very nearly raped by other men (all white but one), and then
repeatedly raped, beaten, kicked, gaslighted, my dogs’ lives threatened,
other pets murdered, financially abused, cut off from everyone I loved
and most of my friends, etc. for a period of 13 ½ years of marriage to
my late husband. Yeah, I have PTSD all right, and some things
can trigger me instantly and out of the blue. I’ve dealt with every trigger
I’ve discovered, but there are always new ones. And yet I know, just
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Recommended 10 times

from knowing these vets, that my PTSD, no matter how bad it can get, is
nothing like theirs. Not in degree, not in ferocity, not in any way. 

No, they never wear their medals, and they essentially never talk about
their service except with other combat vets, and I don’t ask. That’s out of
respect. I suspect that my spouse’s dad, a Pearl Harbor survivor and
sailor on a mercy ship, didn’t ever talk to his son about his service for
similar reasons. The only thing he ever said to Charles was “bodies
stacked like cordwood”.

(/user/c4714dy)

[new]


c4714dy (/user/c4714dy) Kitsap River

Feb 14 · 01:03:15 PM (/comments/1633269/65516634#comment_65516634)

0 Recommend

My dad was stationed in the Med on a destroyer escort in
WWII. .When he drank too much he’d start singing some song
about ‘foggy, foggy dew’; he never explained that, either.





(/user/Kokapelye)

[new]


Kokapelye (/user/Kokapelye) liberaldregs

Feb 14 · 01:36:18 PM (/comments/1633269/65517099#comment_65517099)

0 Recommend

I’ve seen veterans with medals and ribbons on red or blue cloth vests
over their civvies. I’ve also seen veterans in MCs wear medals and
ribbons pinned to leather vests, altho’ I don’t know if those are standard
issue decorations.





(/user/polecat)

[new]


polecat (/user/polecat) itsjim Feb 13 · 01:14:35 PM (/comments/1633269/65503813#comment_65503813)

Recommended 8 times

Same people that wear battle flags.


(/user/Dartagnan)

[new]


Dartagnan (/user/Dartagnan) itsjim

Feb 13 · 01:19:16 PM (/comments/1633269/65503879#comment_65503879)

Recommended 8 times

Scientologists (http://tonyortega.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/fleet-admiral-david-
miscavige-aa.png) and other assorted self-deluded types.



(/user/Kitsap River)

[new]


Kitsap River (/user/Kitsap River) Dartagnan

Feb 13 · 05:05:42 PM (/comments/1633269/65506105#comment_65506105)

Recommended 2 times

Yeah, but run of the mill Scilons don’t do that, not even Sea Org. I have heard
that from rather a lot of ex-SO . That’s David Miscavige with all the “medals”;
guess he has to have something to show for all his bullying. After all, he’s a failed
class IV auditor who was kicked off auditing for physically attacking his
preclear… this story found on this site (pierreethier.wordpress.com
(https://pierreethier.wordpress.com/)) but I don’t remember where.



(/user/JBL55)

[new]


JBL55 (/user/JBL55) itsjim Feb 13 · 01:44:21 PM (/comments/1633269/65504163#comment_65504163)

Recommended 13 times

POS has a purple heart now, something he “always wanted.” 

Odd that he didn't see fit to try to earn one the old-fashioned way. 



(/user/itsjim)

[new]


itsjim (/user/itsjim) JBL55

Feb 13 · 01:58:20 PM (/comments/1633269/65504328#comment_65504328)

Recommended 5 times

Bet he wouldn’t have the guts to actually wear it...unless he was crashing a
wedding, of course.
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(/user/Mustang3)
[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) JBL55

Feb 14 · 12:35:05 PM (/comments/1633269/65516271#comment_65516271)

2 Recommend

Not odd at all, knowing the orange coward.





(/user/TKO333)

[new]


TKO333 (/user/TKO333) itsjim Feb 13 · 02:38:44 PM (/comments/1633269/65504778#comment_65504778)

Recommended 6 times

I’m surprised Trump doesn’t have a coat full of shiny objects and ribbons. 


(/user/LNK)

[new]


LNK (/user/LNK) TKO333

Feb 13 · 04:30:55 PM (/comments/1633269/65505792#comment_65505792)

Recommended 7 times

Trump in a coat full of shiny objects and ribbons. Must watch and note the
matching rhetoric: Donald Trump - America's African President: The Daily Show -
YouTube (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2FPrJxTvgdQ)



Donald Trump - America's African President: The Daily Show

(/user/c4714dy)

[new]


c4714dy (/user/c4714dy) TKO333

Feb 14 · 01:26:17 PM (/comments/1633269/65516956#comment_65516956)

0 Recommend

All he has to do is go into a pawn shop. Oh, wait. He wouldn’t be caught dead in
one of those.





(/user/bigtimecynic)

[new]


bigtimecynic (/user/bigtimecynic) itsjim

Feb 13 · 06:46:16 PM (/comments/1633269/65507033#comment_65507033)

Recommended 1 time

You mean besides batshit crazy African tyrants? Well, not that many people, actually...



(/user/Salish)

[new]


Salish (/user/Salish) itsjim Feb 14 · 02:54:42 AM (/comments/1633269/65510113#comment_65510113)

2 Recommend

Who wears them? Look at the post on the Milwaukee march.  Has link to a RW Facebook
page worshipping Sheriff David Clarke.  In several pictures, his uniform is festooned with
shoulder stars (four) and several medals on the right side.





(/user/Kokapelye)

[new]


Kokapelye (/user/Kokapelye) itsjim

Feb 14 · 01:23:14 PM (/comments/1633269/65516915#comment_65516915)

I have a UMWA medal from my great-great-grandfather that I pin on for Labor Day.
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0 Recommend

(/user/Fury)

[new]


Fury (/user/Fury) Feb 13 · 12:21:19 PM (/comments/1633269/65503137#comment_65503137)

Recommended 13 times

Very disturbing. When is somebody gonna do something?

(/user/rocksout)

[new]


rocksout (/user/rocksout) Fury Feb 13 · 12:34:01 PM (/comments/1633269/65503316#comment_65503316)

Recommended 40 times

We’re all somebody.


(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMajority) rocksout

Feb 13 · 02:18:53 PM (/comments/1633269/65504568#comment_65504568)

Recommended 19 times

this answer deserves to go viral.

i am 100% serious.

i will start using it immediately.

When is somebody gonna do something?

When is somebody going to stop him?

When is somebody going to take action?

We are all somebody!

thanks, rocksout.

bookmarked.



(/user/lindy67)

[new]


lindy67 (/user/lindy67) Feb 13 · 12:22:12 PM (/comments/1633269/65503148#comment_65503148)

Recommended 28 times

And we’re surprised by this information.  A man who keeps a copy of Mein Kampf by his beside, for
bedtime reading or whatever, it shouldn’t surprise us the types of people who surround him.
 ALARM us, YES.

(/user/delver)

[new]


delver (/user/delver) lindy67 Feb 13 · 12:36:40 PM (/comments/1633269/65503355#comment_65503355)

Recommended 8 times

Trump ? does - for real?


(/user/MufsMom)

[new]


MufsMom (/user/MufsMom) delver

Feb 13 · 12:56:55 PM (/comments/1633269/65503597#comment_65503597)

Recommended 16 times

Yep 
www.motherjones.com/... (http://www.motherjones.com/politics/2016/09/trump-
files-donalds-big-book-hitler-speeches)
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(/user/Rued Gestures)

[new]


Rued Gestures (/user/Rued Gestures) MufsMom

Feb 13 · 01:01:11 PM (/comments/1633269/65503649#comment_65503649)

Recommended 7 times

Except, we KNOW he can’t read. This is just another piece of his
precarious facade, that he actually reads ANYTHING is a complete LIE.



(/user/polecat)

[new]


polecat (/user/polecat) Rued Gestures

Feb 13 · 01:15:02 PM (/comments/1633269/65503820#comment_65503820)

Recommended 6 times

Osmosis.



(/user/Rued Gestures)

[new]


Rued Gestures (/user/Rued polecat

Feb 13 · 01:36:10 PM (/comments/1633269

/65504077#comment_65504077)

Recommended 3 times

That would only work if he was sitting in a giant vat of
alphabet soup!  

... 

(/user/Out There)

[new]


Out There (/user/Out There) Rued Gestures

Feb 13 · 01:22:29 PM (/comments/1633269/65503910#comment_65503910)

Recommended 7 times

Maybe he has the coloring book version.



(/user/palop)

[new]


palop (/user/palop) Rued Gestures

Feb 13 · 02:10:43 PM (/comments/1633269/65504481#comment_65504481)

Recommended 7 times

Maybe Bannon is reading him bedtime stories?



(/user/c4714dy)

[new]


c4714dy (/user/c4714dy) palop

Feb 14 · 01:28:24 PM (/comments/1633269

/65516989#comment_65516989)

1 Recommend

Maybe that’s why Mel won’t come home to him.





(/user/TKO333)

[new]


TKO333 (/user/TKO333) Rued Gestures

Feb 13 · 02:39:33 PM (/comments/1633269/65504787#comment_65504787)

Recommended 4 times

Bannon reads it to him.



(/user/lastman)

[new]


lastman (/user/lastman) Rued Gestures

Feb 13 · 02:49:43 PM (/comments/1633269/65504910#comment_65504910)

Recommended 1 time

I think he could read a speech or two.



(/user/talas20)

[new]


talas20 (/user/talas20) lindy67 Feb 13 · 12:43:21 PM (/comments/1633269/65503450#comment_65503450)

No lindy we are not suprised.  Remember the nazi terror was not only against Jews but
also gays of any religion, Poles, Roma, Russian Christians...the list seems endless.  The so
called president is not capable of reading Mein Kampf.  Have you ever read it (no
disparagement implied)?  I have and it is almost impossible to get through.  It is like being
stuck for days on end in “It’s A Small World” ride at a Disney property.  So Called may have
a copy, but I would bet if it was ever opened, So Called never got past page 3.
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Recommended 19 times

(/user/Kate in the desert)

[new]


Kate in the desert (/user/Kate in the desert) talas20

Feb 13 · 06:07:43 PM (/comments/1633269/65506672#comment_65506672)

Recommended 7 times

Actually, what was reported as being Trump’s bedtime reading was a collection of
Hitler’s speeches (not Mein Kampf), so it was the more energetic rantings he was
reading.



(/user/tn mountain girl)

[new]


tn mountain girl (/user/tn mountain girl) lindy67

Feb 13 · 12:44:27 PM (/comments/1633269/65503463#comment_65503463)

Recommended 10 times

He may keep a copy there, but I have my doubts he ever actually read any of it. Because I
don’t think he has the reading skills required to actually read much of anything.



(/user/memofromturner)

[new]


memofromturner (/user/memofromturner) tn mountain girl

Feb 13 · 12:58:48 PM (/comments/1633269/65503623#comment_65503623)

Recommended 19 times

he has the bitchin illustrated mein kampf for dummies



(/user/polecat)

[new]


polecat (/user/polecat) memofromturner

Feb 13 · 01:15:24 PM (/comments/1633269/65503828#comment_65503828)

Recommended 5 times

Might actually sell in certain circles...



(/user/Leoncefalo)

[new]


Leoncefalo (/user/Leoncefalo) tn mountain girl

Feb 13 · 01:22:30 PM (/comments/1633269/65503911#comment_65503911)

Recommended 11 times

MOUNTAIN GIRL. . . .the insecure, pathological person needs to surround
themselves with symbols of ‘greatness’ ‘achievement’ prestige, and other OUTER
marks of power. . . .Trump is a person who is obsessed with symbols of wealth,
power, achievement. . . .leaving a copy of MEIN KAMPF open to view  is Trump’s
attempt to show the world he understands what Hitler was saying in the book —
a rather bizarre reaction from a person who has never wanted for  anything in
his life — many sources claim he does not possess the analytical skills to
understand the book — only that it was written by a person who achieved
enormous absolute power, and nearly destroyed Western civilization  in the
process. Extremely intelligent scholars have had difficulties reading the  total
introversion of MEIN KAMPF.  This is the ‘perfect storm’ for Trump and his
apocalyptic thinking Bannon.  Like Hitler, they avidly seek a scapegoat( Muslims,
blacks, refugees, immigrants, LGBTQ, women (ALL women) even the established
money elites(Bannon) to avenge all the wrongs done to them. 



(/user/Ceri Cat)

[new]


Ceri Cat (/user/Ceri Cat) tn mountain girl

Feb 13 · 02:01:41 PM (/comments/1633269/65504365#comment_65504365)

Recommended 8 times

Honestly it reads like Trump talks. It's disjointed and trashy even by the standard
of the day in German. Why it sold so well is why "the art of the deal” sells so well,
name recognition, prior to the ascension of the NSDAP it didn't sell exceptionally
well (though it did sell enough to have him owe the taxation department over
400,000RM).



(/user/Fatherflot)

[new]


Fatherflot (/user/Fatherflot) Feb 13 · 12:23:16 PM (/comments/1633269/65503156#comment_65503156)

Recommended 9 times

Yeah but, but Obama wore dad jeans once and put his feet on a desk in the oval office.  Where was
your liberal outrage then, snowflakes????
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(/user/Tzalaran)

[new]


Tzalaran (/user/Tzalaran) Fatherflot

Feb 13 · 12:30:26 PM (/comments/1633269/65503271#comment_65503271)

Recommended 5 times

Please don’t use the snowflake slur, even in jest.  It gives power to those who created it...



(/user/derleider)

[new]


derleider (/user/derleider) Tzalaran

Feb 13 · 01:11:03 PM (/comments/1633269/65503767#comment_65503767)

Recommended 6 times

No — mocking it takes its power away.



(/user/Tzalaran)

[new]


Tzalaran (/user/Tzalaran) derleider

Feb 13 · 02:09:26 PM (/comments/1633269/65504471#comment_65504471)

Recommended 1 time

Read up a little bit on Neuro Linguistic Programming and how the
alt-right and white nationalist movements use it (NLP) to incite
a particular emotional state through a few phrases and gestures,
‘snowflake’ being the prime phrase example.  Your analysis neglects this
component, and therefore i stand by my statement.



(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlu Tzalaran

Feb 13 · 02:35:36 PM (/comments/1633269/65504730#comment_65504730)

Recommended 4 times

while i agree with NLP in theory, it does not address the power
of turning one of their favorite phrases against them

i agree that we should not use their phrases to criticize their
phrases, or refer to “so called” snowflakes, for example.

but to take something they intended as a pejorative against us
and manage to make it a pejorative about THEM?  That’s OK in
my book.

... 

(/user/mbayrob)

[new]


mbayrob (/user/mbayrob) derleider

Feb 13 · 02:10:52 PM (/comments/1633269/65504483#comment_65504483)

Recommended 3 times

Those folks find it really annoying. Much more than we do.



(/user/ivorybill)

[new]


ivorybill (/user/ivorybill) Tzalaran

Feb 14 · 01:27:51 AM (/comments/1633269/65509988#comment_65509988)

1 Recommend

Enough snowflakes make an avalanche.  I rather like throwing it right back in
their faces, to be honest. 





(/user/lisadinpa)

[new]


lisadinpa (/user/lisadinpa) Fatherflot

Feb 13 · 01:07:34 PM (/comments/1633269/65503717#comment_65503717)

Recommended 18 times

You really want to call us snowflakes, given the weather in New England right now? When
a bunch of snowflakes get together….



(/user/JBL55)

[new]


JBL55 (/user/JBL55) lisadinpa

Feb 13 · 01:45:41 PM (/comments/1633269/65504183#comment_65504183)

Recommended 5 times

:-D



(/user/Cape Crusader)

[new]
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Cape Crusader (/user/Cape Crusader) Feb 13 · 12:29:15 PM (/comments/1633269/65503252#comment_65503252)

Recommended 17 times

The Horthy legacy. WH. No bottom in sight.

The past is never over.

It is never even past.

                                   Wm Faulkner

(/user/avatarabbiehoffman)

[new]


avatarabbiehoffman (/user/avatarabbiehoffman)

Feb 13 · 12:29:15 PM (/comments/1633269/65503253#comment_65503253)

Recommended 9 times

When Drumph's team issues new uniforms, will he be allowed to pin that old medal on it?

(/user/milehitom)

[new]


milehitom (/user/milehitom) avatarabbiehoffman

Feb 13 · 12:52:43 PM (/comments/1633269/65503549#comment_65503549)

Recommended 11 times

No doubt Donald will proudly wear his purple heart, which he received during the
campaign.



(/user/avatarabbiehoffman)

[new]


avatarabbiehoffman (/user/avatarabbiehoff milehitom

Feb 13 · 01:23:59 PM (/comments/1633269/65503924#comment_65503924)

Recommended 5 times

No doubt they will issue all new medals, which are more important than the old
ones. Drumph will receive the purple hammer for, uh, well, stuff. 

Orange star of meritorious lying etc. 

... 

(/user/Out There)

[new]


Out There (/user/Out There) milehitom

Feb 13 · 01:24:46 PM (/comments/1633269/65503934#comment_65503934)

Recommended 5 times

Was that the one he got for having a STD



(/user/mbayrob)

[new]


mbayrob (/user/mbayrob) Out There

Feb 13 · 02:12:32 PM (/comments/1633269/65504500#comment_65504500)

Recommended 6 times

Doctors say the symptoms of syphilis can mimic a wide variety of
ailments.  True story!  



(/user/Kate in the desert)

[new]


Kate in the desert (/user/Kate in mbayrob

Feb 13 · 06:10:17 PM (/comments/1633269/65506692#comment_65506692)

Recommended 5 times

Especially including mental illness.

... 

(/user/Clio2)

[new]


Clio2 (/user/Clio2) Feb 13 · 12:33:55 PM (/comments/1633269/65503315#comment_65503315)

Recommended 6 times

Speaking of medals, can anyone ID a badge worn by Bannon in the White House recently, as shown
here? It is fairly large, hexagonal, white with seven stars arouynd the edge and a red slash upper
left to lower right, as seen here:

www.businessinsider.com/… (http://www.businessinsider.com/trump-not-fully-briefed-executive-
action-steve-bannon-national-security-council-2017-2)

Quick search for similar items got no results. Just curious.

(/user/alamancedem)

[new]
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Feb 13 · 12:49:20 PM (/comments/1633269/65503522#comment_65503522)

Recommended 2 times

There are a couple of other pins I saw photos of him wearing.  There were a few reports
that some of them may be from the Secret Service rather than a badge for checkpoints
but they don’t really give a lot of info about those kinds of details.

(/user/Clio2)

[new]


Clio2 (/user/Clio2) alamancedem

Feb 13 · 01:09:07 PM (/comments/1633269/65503740#comment_65503740)

Recommended 6 times

That speculation has been circulated, but surely the Secret Service can recognize
him by now?

I never noticed Hillary’s staff, or Presdent Obama’s, wearing any odd lapel pins. 



(/user/alamancedem)

[new]


alamancedem (/user/alamancedem) Clio2

Feb 13 · 01:21:27 PM (/comments/1633269/65503904#comment_65503904)

Recommended 3 times

I never really paid attention much during the campaigns other than
folks got all uppity about Tim Kaine’s pin because it wasn’t a US flag.



(/user/wasplover)

[new]


wasplover (/user/wasplover) Clio2

Feb 13 · 06:22:43 PM (/comments/1633269/65506815#comment_65506815)

Recommended 7 times

It’s a transmitter — satellite uplink straight to the Kremlin.



(/user/sound of progress)

[new]


sound of progress (/user/sound of progress) Clio2

Feb 13 · 12:56:27 PM (/comments/1633269/65503593#comment_65503593)

Recommended 2 times

found this thread on a similar question www.reddit.com/ (https://www.reddit.com
/r/whatisthisthing/comments/5qfk26
/steve_bannons_lapel_pin_what_is_this_symbol/)… Secret service marker?



(/user/Clio2)

[new]


Clio2 (/user/Clio2) sound of progress

Feb 13 · 01:10:50 PM (/comments/1633269/65503762#comment_65503762)

Recommended 1 time

That was the speculation about badges worn during the campaign. Seems like
the Secret Service would know who Bannon is by now; and did people wear odd
badges in President Obama’s White House?



(/user/Ceri Cat)

[new]


Ceri Cat (/user/Ceri Cat) Clio2

Feb 13 · 02:18:06 PM (/comments/1633269/65504559#comment_65504559)

Recommended 1 time

There's been confirmation of it to news outlets as USSS related, but no
honestly I can't see any sign of badges beyond the usual GSF and US
flag pins in photos from the first Obama election onward.



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) Clio2

Feb 14 · 12:38:41 PM (/comments/1633269/65516307#comment_65516307)

1 Recommend

Probably a badge for the person going the longest between showers and shaves.





(/user/Snud)

[new]


Snud (/user/Snud) Feb 13 · 12:35:19 PM (/comments/1633269/65503330#comment_65503330)

I gotta wonder what tortuous logic Drumpf’s son-in-law has to go through to be around assholes
like this guy — and Bannon.
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Recommended 21 times

(/user/lastman)

[new]


lastman (/user/lastman) Snud Feb 13 · 12:56:05 PM (/comments/1633269/65503589#comment_65503589)

Recommended 6 times

Not to mention Stephen Miller. This is mind boggling.


(/user/Colorado Blue)

[new]


Colorado Blue (/user/Colorado Blue) lastman

Feb 13 · 01:01:58 PM (/comments/1633269/65503654#comment_65503654)

Recommended 6 times

I’m not sure Miller is human let alone Jewish.  He certainly doesn’t reflect or
embody Jewish values:(



(/user/lastman)

[new]


lastman (/user/lastman) Colorado Blue

Feb 13 · 01:38:14 PM (/comments/1633269/65504099#comment_65504099)

Recommended 11 times

Well, sad to say he's a fellow Jew. For me, Jewish Republicans were
always difficult to understand and befriend. I don't get it, and in Trumps
case it really doesn't compute.



(/user/bluehammer)

[new]


bluehammer (/user/bluehammer) lastman

Feb 13 · 02:18:32 PM (/comments/1633269/65504563#comment_65504563)

Recommended 6 times

This is beyond Jewish Republican — way beyond.



(/user/politicalceci)

[new]


politicalceci (/user/politicalceci) lastman

Feb 13 · 10:20:04 PM (/comments/1633269/65509341#comment_65509341)

3 Recommend

It’s sort of like Black folks and African American Republicans.

We wonder why  people such as Hermann Cain, Ben Carson,
Clarence Thomas, Condoleeza Rice,  Mia Love and Tim Scott
would openly endorse policies that willfully hurt other Black
people after many years of discrimination.

And now that Nazism is part of the power structure of the
federal government, how could these politicians of color stand
to face being affiliated with those who openly celebrate chaos
and genocide?  It’s heartbreaking.





(/user/mbayrob)

[new]


mbayrob (/user/mbayrob) Colorado Blue

Feb 13 · 02:15:11 PM (/comments/1633269/65504526#comment_65504526)

Recommended 4 times

Of course, he might have invited Uncle Josef for his bar mitzvah:

Uncle Roy Cohn couldn’t make it though.
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(/user/derleider)
[new]


derleider (/user/derleider) Snud

Feb 13 · 01:12:02 PM (/comments/1633269/65503784#comment_65503784)

Recommended 4 times

Rich Jews will be the last ones to go. Hell, they might even be able to afford to flee the
country if things really go to shit. Or frankly, just buy their freedom.



(/user/proud nonbeliever)

[new]


proud nonbeliever (/user/proud nonbeliever) derleider

Feb 14 · 01:52:08 PM (/comments/1633269/65517322#comment_65517322)

1 Recommend

^^^That did not work so well in ‘30s and ‘40s Germany, unless they sprinted
quickly, right in the beginning, motivated by an intuitive insight into what Hitler
would eventually do.

I could see a lot of these Scumpster voters joining a Gestapo to seek out every
single member of the ‘tribe’ here as well, and my guess is that they would be
even MORE vehement about it than the WW2 Nazi versions. :(





(/user/Rumaikiya)

[new]


Rumaikiya (/user/Rumaikiya) Snud

Feb 13 · 02:01:54 PM (/comments/1633269/65504369#comment_65504369)

Recommended 5 times

Could be bound by hatred for Islam, like other right-wing Orthodox Jews. They represent a
small percentage of American Jews (somewhere around 70% of Jews voted for Clinton),
but they’re pretty horrible. That seems to be what motivates the Jewish writers who work
for Brietbart. I’m sure they justify their actions in all sorts of ways while ignoring their
culpability in the resurgence of anti-Semitism in the US.



(/user/Throw The Bums Out)

[new]


Throw The Bums Out (/user/Throw The Bum Rumaikiya

Feb 13 · 05:38:53 PM (/comments/1633269/65506426#comment_65506426)

Recommended 1 time

You are assuming that they don’t see the resurgence of anti-Semitism in the US
as being a good thing like Nut-and-Yahoo does.  After all, more anti-Semitism
means more Jews fleeing to Israel to escape it which means more settlers.

... 

(/user/Rumaikiya)

[new]


Rumaikiya (/user/Rumaikiya) Throw The Bums Out

Feb 13 · 11:27:10 PM (/comments/1633269/65509715#comment_65509715)

1 Recommend

They have family and congregations here. I don’t think they’re that
detached from reality (well, Miller maybe… it seems like any form of
humanity is missing in him). 





(/user/proud nonbeliever)

[new]


proud nonbeliever (/user/proud nonbeliever) Snud

Feb 14 · 01:14:43 PM (/comments/1633269/65516791#comment_65516791)

0 Recommend

^^^maybe HE’S (Kushner) a “capo”??





(/user/wasplover)

[new]


wasplover (/user/wasplover) Feb 13 · 12:36:21 PM (/comments/1633269/65503347#comment_65503347)

Recommended 24 times

Gorka — who insists upon being called Dr. Gorka, apparently — is  a piece of work. This Politico
article (http://www.politico.com/story/2017/02/trump-national-security-gorka-234950) suggests
that he copied part of his PhD thesis from an article written a few years earlier by his wife. He
shrugged it off saying that they often collaborate. Last I heard, PhD dissertations were supposed to
involve original work. But maybe things have changed since I got mine in 2001.

(/user/memofromturner)

[new]


memofromturner (/user/memofromturner) wasplover

Feb 13 · 12:59:58 PM (/comments/1633269/65503632#comment_65503632)

Recommended 10 times

mengele had that “call me doctor” thing, too
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(/user/mbayrob)

[new]


mbayrob (/user/mbayrob) memofromturner

Feb 13 · 02:15:49 PM (/comments/1633269/65504535#comment_65504535)

Recommended 3 times

Yes. And Mr. Evil too.



(/user/Ceri Cat)

[new]


Ceri Cat (/user/Ceri Cat) mbayrob

Feb 13 · 02:19:18 PM (/comments/1633269/65504572#comment_65504572)

Recommended 2 times

Hey he graduated from evil medical school, he'd earnt his doctorate. ;-)



(/user/LNK)

[new]


LNK (/user/LNK) wasplover Feb 13 · 04:43:03 PM (/comments/1633269/65505890#comment_65505890)

Recommended 7 times

Thank you for link to Politico article

The husband-and-wife team driving Trump's national security policy
Before they became a Trump administration power couple, Sebastian and Katharine
Gorka were prolific collaborators on research about the threat of Islamist terrorism.

By Eli Stokols (http://www.politico.com/staff/eli-stokols), Bryan Bender
(http://www.politico.com/staff/bryan-bender) and Michael Crowley
(http://www.politico.com/staff/michael-crowley)

SNIPPET [emphasis is mine]: Several military sources noted that Gorka’s
teaching affiliations — including the Marine Corps University Foundation
as well as the Joint Special Operations University — have been with
part-time professional development seminars for midcareer military
officers, rather than at premier war colleges such as the Naval
Postgraduate School in California and the Army War College in Carlisle,
Pennsylvania.



(/user/wasplover)

[new]


wasplover (/user/wasplover) LNK

Feb 13 · 06:12:36 PM (/comments/1633269/65506717#comment_65506717)

Recommended 7 times

You’re welcome.

The article seems to come just short of calling the guy an academic fraud. 

I’m always suspicious of smooth-talking blowhards (referring here to a couple of
NPR interviews with Gorka I’ve heard recently) who insist on using the title “Dr.”
Too eager to defend the credential, it seems? Most of my colleagues in the
sciences use “Dr.” only in limited professional contexts. 



(/user/crankyoldgal)

[new]


crankyoldgal (/user/crankyoldgal) Feb 13 · 12:36:56 PM (/comments/1633269/65503364#comment_65503364)

Recommended 12 times

It’s like the Stars and Bars, Heritage Not Hate.

/snark

(/user/RepublicanKos)

[new]


RepublicanKos (/user/RepublicanKos) Feb 13 · 12:44:11 PM (/comments/1633269/65503460#comment_65503460)

Recommended 17 times

He’s a Nazi wannabe, just like the rest of white supremacist punks in Trump’s administration.  

(/user/memofromturner)

[new]


memofromturner (/user/memofromturner) Feb 13 · 01:02:33 PM (/comments/1633269/65503664#comment_65503664)

Recommended 8 times

ask gorka in an unguarded moment: “so, what was hitler’s biggest mistake?” or: “quick! who’s
worse, hitler or obama?”

i think you would get a really interesting answer to either question

[new]
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(/user/Colorado Blue) Colorado Blue (/user/Colorado Blue) Feb 13 · 01:04:39 PM (/comments/1633269/65503684#comment_65503684)

Recommended 16 times

Jeez.

Here we see one of the results of Chief Justice Roberts’ declaration that we no longer need the full
protection of the Voting Rights Act, due to there being no more racism or some such.

What a disaster this is.  It’s already harming a lot of people too.  This administration is having a very
negative effect on us, on our allies, our neighbors, damaging relationships and I’m sure it will hurt
the economy and who knows what else.

(/user/politicalceci)

[new]


politicalceci (/user/politicalceci) Colorado Blue

Feb 13 · 10:04:45 PM (/comments/1633269/65509200#comment_65509200)

3 Recommend

How does Chief Justice Roberts sleep at night?  Anyone with a conscience could not live
with making a ruling that causes tremendously negative consequences upon the
American people.





(/user/CaffeineInduced)

[new]


CaffeineInduced (/user/CaffeineInduced) politicalceci

Feb 14 · 05:59:01 PM (/comments/1633269/65520235#comment_65520235)

0 Recommend

One of these things

Chief Justice Roberts

Is not like the other

Anyone with a conscience





(/user/Dem in SD)

[new]


Dem in SD (/user/Dem in SD) Feb 13 · 01:10:31 PM (/comments/1633269/65503759#comment_65503759)

Recommended 11 times

I listened to the NPR interview with this guy. Condescending and arrogant. Seems like a perfect
match for Herr Trump.

(/user/gchaucer2)

[new]


gchaucer2 (/user/gchaucer2) Dem in SD

Feb 13 · 02:04:34 PM (/comments/1633269/65504404#comment_65504404)

Recommended 5 times

Thank you for saving me a comment — I heard the same interview.  He was pushing some
version of British he thinks Americans think is smart.  He was a total asshole.  Even the
vacuous Rachel Martin seemed to be put off by his assholiness.



(/user/lastman)

[new]


lastman (/user/lastman) Feb 13 · 01:12:03 PM (/comments/1633269/65503785#comment_65503785)

Recommended 16 times

Where is the mainstream media on this?!

I'm Jewish and would like to spread this news... but it will be more likely dismissed coming from DK.

Their Holocaust Remembrance statement was bullshit. The National Holocaust Museum was not
impressed and their statement expresses my sentiments:

“Nazi ideology cast the world as a racial struggle, and the singular focus on the total destruction of
every Jewish person was at its racist core,” the statement said. “Millions of other innocent civilians
were persecuted and murdered by the Nazis, but the elimination of Jews was central to Nazi policy.
As Elie Wiesel said, ‘Not all victims were Jews, but all Jews were victims.'”

(/user/Salish)

[new]


Salish (/user/Salish) lastman Feb 13 · 02:37:16 PM (/comments/1633269/65504760#comment_65504760)

Hmmm.  Gorka is by background Hungarian.  What’s the chance he doesn’t know George
Soros is a Hungarian Jew,  given the RW obsession w/ Soros?  Fits w/ that obfuscating
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Recommended 10 times

Holocaust Remembrance Day statement.

(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMajority) lastman

Feb 13 · 02:37:26 PM (/comments/1633269/65504761#comment_65504761)

Recommended 4 times

thanks for the Wiesel quote



(/user/lastman)

[new]


lastman (/user/lastman) TrueBlueMajority

Feb 13 · 03:45:05 PM (/comments/1633269/65505424#comment_65505424)

Recommended 4 times

My pleasure.



(/user/notarussian)

[new]


notarussian (/user/notarussian) Feb 13 · 01:12:53 PM (/comments/1633269/65503794#comment_65503794)

Recommended 7 times

Somebody should tell all these Nazi wannabees, that Nazism considered Germans to be a master
race and all else to be subhumans.  Included in these subhumans would be Hungarians and
Russians and all other non Germans.  Non Germans who fought for Hitler were dupes just like
many who voted for Trump.  If Hitler had won it would only have been a matter of time before
Hungarians would have been sent to death camps.

(/user/bluehammer)

[new]


bluehammer (/user/bluehammer) notarussian

Feb 13 · 02:20:36 PM (/comments/1633269/65504584#comment_65504584)

Recommended 3 times

They all know that already. They hold the Hitler Overreach view.



(/user/Grabber by the Heel)

[new]


Grabber by the Heel (/user/Grabber by the Heel)

Feb 13 · 01:32:33 PM (/comments/1633269/65504038#comment_65504038)

Recommended 7 times

Gorka may or may not be a nazi (I’m leaning nazi). But given that very weird get up to wear to an
American presidential inauguration, he could be a vampire, or he and Kelly Anne just coordinated
their outfits. 

(/user/mbayrob)

[new]


mbayrob (/user/mbayrob) Grabber by the Heel

Feb 13 · 02:20:29 PM (/comments/1633269/65504582#comment_65504582)

Recommended 6 times

If he wears that medal and that outfit, even if he’s not a nazi, being associated with nazis
is not a “deal breaker” for Gorka.



(/user/peregrine kate)

[new]


peregrine kate (/user/peregrine kate) Feb 13 · 01:52:20 PM (/comments/1633269/65504255#comment_65504255)

Recommended 11 times

That he is not ashamed of this association is damning enough. But we have his words and his
actions to condemn him, too. 

Hungary has not, as far as I know, accepted appropriate responsibility for the devastation of
Hungarian Jewish communities during WWII. I would be happy to be proven wrong if there is
counter-evidence available. (I say this as a descendant of ostensibly Christian Hungarians, emigrés
here before 1920 and the subsequent imposition of Eastern European quotas, though most of
them had no hesitation to express their anti-Semitism even here. It’s a painful inheritance.)

(/user/bluehammer)

[new]


bluehammer (/user/bluehammer) peregrine kate

Feb 13 · 02:22:25 PM (/comments/1633269/65504602#comment_65504602)

It’s anecdotal, but in my travels to ~ 25 Western and Eastern European countries it
seemed to me that hardly any country or its people have accepted appropriate
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Recommended 5 times

responsibility.

(/user/ynohtnA)

[new]


ynohtnA (/user/ynohtnA) Feb 13 · 02:09:20 PM (/comments/1633269/65504469#comment_65504469)

Recommended 4 times

The walls of the gas chamber at Auschwitz.

Cyanide is actually lighter than air so wait till you’re vomiting blood before you try to climb the walls.

(/user/Ceri Cat)

[new]


Ceri Cat (/user/Ceri Cat) ynohtnA

Feb 13 · 02:22:40 PM (/comments/1633269/65504604#comment_65504604)

Recommended 2 times

There were reports of failures in the gassing for various reasons, including the kids laying
down on the floor. There's big books on the holocaust full of stories such as families
getting on the wrong train that are hard to verify but definitely especially early on with the
gassing they had issues which was only a short term reprieve usually.



(/user/roots et al)

[new]


roots et al (/user/roots et al) Feb 13 · 02:19:14 PM (/comments/1633269/65504571#comment_65504571)

Recommended 8 times

Well, i could be wrong, but it does seem that at least Trump and Gorka inherited some of the old
world bigotry, racism, and proclivity towards nazism from their grandparents, and parents.  We
could be dealing with old world/new world fascist racism in our leaders that was nurtured around
dinner tables, festering for freakin 80-90 years before it exploded into leading America.

(/user/Dismayed)

[new]


Dismayed (/user/Dismayed) Feb 13 · 02:24:22 PM (/comments/1633269/65504622#comment_65504622)

Recommended 16 times

This is truly horrifying!!!!!  Who goes around casually wearing WWII medals on their street clothes
anyway?  This guy knows exactly what that means. And most certainly wears it for a reason.

If Trump knows it or not he is now absolutely surrounded by militant racist, fascist, and people
with some sort of ethnic cleansing agenda.

This has passed the Event Horizon. My God. I pray for my country. We are in the clutches of evil.

(/user/Woodrow Stool)[new]


Woodrow Stool (/user/Woodrow Stool) Feb 13 · 02:38:08 PM (/comments/1633269/65504768#comment_65504768)

Recommended 13 times

420,000 American soldiers went to their graves in WW2 thinking that they were fighting to end
fascism. 

We lost.

(/user/ivorybill)

[new]


ivorybill (/user/ivorybill) Woodrow Stool

Feb 14 · 01:33:29 AM (/comments/1633269/65510000#comment_65510000)

1 Recommend

We haven’t lost yet. 





(/user/Astronut)

[new]


Astronut (/user/Astronut) Feb 13 · 02:41:21 PM (/comments/1633269/65504808#comment_65504808)
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Recommended 14 times

When it comes haters I’m a bit of a hater myself. 

I find people who are willing to harm others because of race, sexual orientation, national origin,
religion, skin color, age — hell, species — repugnant.  Nature is cruel but deliberate cruelty is
unnatural, and I can’t forgive the evil they do.  Even if they don’t know better they damned well
should!  I firmly believe that in every non-psychopath there is a signal — a voice, a warning bell, a
twinge of conscience — that says “Oh, HELL no!  This is wrong.”  Those who ignore that signal are
guilty of a sin that should shrivel their souls. 

A Nazi sympathizer is a fucking Nazi.  A KKK sympathizer is a Klan wannabe.  A person who flies a
Confederate flag is a blind bigot in denial.  A Drumpf voter is at best an ignorant fool full of
hangups and prejudices and fears.  

All should know better. 

(/user/Paleo)

[new]


Paleo (/user/Paleo) Feb 13 · 02:54:17 PM (/comments/1633269/65504959#comment_65504959)

Recommended 8 times

Wrote a diary on this yesterday.  Glad to see it got more attention here.

(/user/Paleo)

[new]


Paleo (/user/Paleo) Feb 13 · 02:55:52 PM (/comments/1633269/65504974#comment_65504974)

Recommended 11 times

Look, this is the first outright fascist government in U.S. history.  Gorka, Miller, Bannon and Trump
are out and out fascists.

(/user/NewEconomy)

[new]


NewEconomy (/user/NewEconomy) Feb 13 · 02:56:06 PM (/comments/1633269/65504980#comment_65504980)

Recommended 4 times

Trump has assorted the finest group of conservative weirdos known to man. 

(/user/Chxmi)

[new]


Chxmi (/user/Chxmi) Feb 13 · 03:23:07 PM (/comments/1633269/65505214#comment_65505214)

Recommended 15 times

Does anyone remember when Tim Kaine was accused of wearing a communist flag pin when in
fact he was wearing a Service Flag pin in honor of his son who is in the military. I am shocked ?not)
that there isn’t more outrage on behalf of the republican boot lickers. 

(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) Feb 13 · 03:36:20 PM (/comments/1633269/65505335#comment_65505335)

Recommended 7 times

Please, someone don’t tell me that Melania’s ancestors were Nazi collaborators too. Please tell me
that they were Tito partisans. I can’t take any more of this through the looking glass shit.

(/user/Osiris)

[new]


Osiris (/user/Osiris) kovie Feb 13 · 08:19:09 PM (/comments/1633269/65507866#comment_65507866)

Recommended 1 time

Well her father was communist party member before breakup of Yugoslavia so probaly
not . 



(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) Osiris

Feb 13 · 08:25:47 PM (/comments/1633269/65507990#comment_65507990)

Recommended 0 times

Good! Although, Slovenia was the first former republic to break from Yugoslavia.



(/user/BJT)

[new]


BJT (/user/BJT) Feb 13 · 03:36:47 PM (/comments/1633269/65505341#comment_65505341)

Recommended 6 times

They are all in it together with Russia to bring down our government. Why else would Trump have
all these alt-right, white supremacists, whatever they are advising him? And why would he choose
such an incompetent cabinet? There is a plan to bring down our government. 
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(/user/Radiowalla)

[new]


Radiowalla (/user/Radiowalla) BJT

Feb 13 · 03:48:23 PM (/comments/1633269/65505455#comment_65505455)

Recommended 8 times

It sure smells like that.  Wake up and smell the treason, Congress!  



(/user/Jaidee)

[new]


Jaidee (/user/Jaidee) BJT Feb 13 · 03:51:33 PM (/comments/1633269/65505491#comment_65505491)

Recommended 2 times

For sure. Trump and Bannon have both been cited for saying as much within the past few
years. Republicans in Congress need to decide which side of history they want to be on.



(/user/durrati)

[new]


durrati (/user/durrati) Feb 13 · 03:52:03 PM (/comments/1633269/65505494#comment_65505494)

Recommended 1 time

Nazi.

(/user/onionjim)

[new]


onionjim (/user/onionjim) Feb 13 · 04:06:18 PM (/comments/1633269/65505604#comment_65505604)

Recommended 5 times

If he wears the medal, it says he thinks its OK to commit genocide. There’s a lot of these nuts
around, they seem to cluster around rump like flies around the garbage.

(/user/thomasas)

[new]


thomasas (/user/thomasas) Feb 13 · 04:32:40 PM (/comments/1633269/65505811#comment_65505811)

Recommended 3 times

Lord help us. This info is factual and I’ve confirmed it with numerous educational resources.

(/user/CharlesII)

[new]


CharlesII (/user/CharlesII) Feb 13 · 04:57:29 PM (/comments/1633269/65506023#comment_65506023)

Recommended 2 times

Yikes. 

(/user/simplesiemon)

[new]


simplesiemon (/user/simplesiemon) Feb 13 · 05:01:17 PM (/comments/1633269/65506063#comment_65506063)

Recommended 5 times

So, you don’t mention Jews on Holocaust Remembrance Day?

So, you don’t mention veterans on Veterans Day?

So, What Are We, Chopped Liver?

Can you imagine any other Presidency doing such a thing?

That shmuck would have been crucified!

(/user/wph)

[new]


wph (/user/wph) Feb 13 · 05:28:45 PM (/comments/1633269/65506321#comment_65506321)

Recommended 0 times

It’s about heritage, not hate!   C’mon…….

(/user/chrismorgan)

[new]


chrismorgan (/user/chrismorgan) Feb 13 · 05:32:36 PM (/comments/1633269/65506357#comment_65506357)

Recommended 3 times

Well, Gorka’s collaborating with another Nazi — and yes, Bannon is; as indeed, since the correct
definition of a Nazi is a racist fascist — many of the folks in the administration including Der Traitor
are — so its just the ‘circle of life’, eh?

Or call ‘em neo-Nazi if you simply have to:  It’s the same thing.
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(/user/politicalceci)

[new]


politicalceci (/user/politicalceci) chrismorgan

Feb 13 · 09:56:35 PM (/comments/1633269/65509135#comment_65509135)

1 Recommend

Well, birds of a feather...





(/user/wavpeac)

[new]


wavpeac (/user/wavpeac) Feb 13 · 06:32:37 PM (/comments/1633269/65506907#comment_65506907)

Recommended 4 times

You mean….he's not wearing a flag pin????? 

(/user/SFSister)

[new]


SFSister (/user/SFSister) Feb 13 · 07:18:58 PM (/comments/1633269/65507284#comment_65507284)

Recommended 3 times

A playmate for Bannon! Misery likes company.

(/user/Joe Panza)

[new]


Joe Panza (/user/Joe Panza) Feb 13 · 07:26:35 PM (/comments/1633269/65507345#comment_65507345)

Recommended 1 time

Maybe this guy can get Trump one of those Purple Hearts he so admires. 

(/user/HM1028)

[new]


HM1028 (/user/HM1028) Feb 13 · 08:00:09 PM (/comments/1633269/65507596#comment_65507596)

Recommended 1 time

Isn’t it really a piece from Ivanka Trump Jewelry Collection (Exclusive)? 

(/user/glb3)

[new]


glb3 (/user/glb3) Feb 13 · 08:01:34 PM (/comments/1633269/65507612#comment_65507612)

Recommended 5 times

So, Netanyahu is planning a trip to the United States to visit Trump and his Nazi sympathizers
tomorrow?

Up is down, and down is up.

(/user/ThoughtCriminal44)

[new]


ThoughtCriminal44 (/user/ThoughtCriminal44)

Feb 13 · 08:06:20 PM (/comments/1633269/65507677#comment_65507677)

Recommended 6 times

This fucking tool was on NPR this morning, dodging questions and casting aspersions right out of
some Orwellian doublespeak playbook.  Total freak. I meant to google the turd after the interview
cuz he was such a creep

(/user/EddiHaskell)

[new]


EddiHaskell (/user/EddiHaskell) Feb 13 · 09:04:14 PM (/comments/1633269/65508530#comment_65508530)

There was an excellent movie about a Jewish underground fighter who managed to disguise
himself as a German SS army officer in Budapest in 1944 called “Walking with the Enemy: in 2014- a
true story — and save hundreds of lives.  Ben Kingsley starred in it as Admiral Horthy.  Here is the
trailer — I recommend you see it. BTW Admiral Horthy’s legacy is nuanced, he was a great
anti-semite but he did oppose deportations to Auschwitz in 1944 and was replaced by the  fascist
Iron Cross -— he was not sentenced at Nuremberg. Hitler actually took him as a prisoner to
Germany for refusing to cooperate with Eichman.  I am not defending him but some credit him for
actually saving over 100,000  Jewish lives by delaying deportation — under pressure from Pope
Pius and Roosevelt.  Raoul Wallenberg was also active in Budapest then.  I lost half my mother’s
family in the holocaust btw— I am not a Nazi defender. 
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2 Recommend

(/user/Taget)

[new]


Taget (/user/Taget) EddiHaskell

Feb 13 · 09:58:24 PM (/comments/1633269/65509151#comment_65509151)

4 Recommend

It is one of those areas where there is not right or wrong but degrees of wrong.  To their
credit the fascist virulently antisemitic regimes in Romania and Hungary protected the
vast majority of their Jewish residents from the holocaust until they were occupied and
lost their ability to set their own policy.  This actually was not unique to allied
governments of Nazi Germany.  Finland was a democratic nation that protected it’s Jews. 
So did Bulgaria (though they did allow the deportation of Jews from the part of Greek
Macedonia they were given).  Italy protected both their Jews and those in parts of France
they occupied until the German invasion and Mussolini was reduced to a puppet.  There
were other allied governments that were far worse and were active participants right from
the start.  Croatia, Vichy France, Quisling’s Norway.

This all ignores the fact that whether or not Horthy was an active participate in the
Holocaust he was an awful person who led a horrible repressive regime that got in bed
with one of the worst leaders humanity has ever seen and ultimately lost control of his
own country for his hubris.

Proudly wearing a medal of Horthy is also something that probably identifies him with
Jobbik a far right party in Hungary with both neo-fascist and neo-nazi tendencies.  They
are a paranoid party that blames Hungary’s problems on things such as Zionism.  Exactly
the type of person you would expect to want to separate the Holocaust from one of it’s
central aims.  The eradication of the Jewish people.

Horthy is complicated figure in that some may see him as trying to make the best of a
really bad situation.  Like say General Wojciech Jaruzelski in Poland who was able to avoid
a Soviet invasion of Poland by playing ball and cracking down on Solidarity.  The
difference is Jaruzelski did in fact avoid an invasion.  Whereas Horthy was in the end a
colossal failure for Hungary and the only “redeeming” thing you can find about him is if
you in fact agreed with his policies which were terrible.  And at the very least Fascist.





(/user/ByTor)

[new]


ByTor (/user/ByTor) Feb 13 · 09:10:05 PM (/comments/1633269/65508600#comment_65508600)

2 Recommend

Look him up on Wikipedia.  This guy has to go.



(/user/Barbysu)

[new]


Barbysu (/user/Barbysu) ByTor Feb 14 · 11:59:40 AM (/comments/1633269/65515804#comment_65515804)

2 Recommend

Thank you!  His biography is frightening and you’re right, he has got to go.




(/user/dmitcha)

[new]


dmitcha (/user/dmitcha) Feb 13 · 09:25:39 PM (/comments/1633269/65508799#comment_65508799)

1 Recommend

What is the basis for saying they are not Nazis?



(/user/politicalceci)

[new]


politicalceci (/user/politicalceci) Feb 13 · 09:54:21 PM (/comments/1633269/65509115#comment_65509115)

3 Recommend

At least they don’t try to hide it anymore.  Now it’s no secret that Nazis have taken over the White
House.  The question is what the powers that be plan to do about it.
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(/user/YellerDog)

[new]


YellerDog (/user/YellerDog) Feb 13 · 10:18:32 PM (/comments/1633269/65509330#comment_65509330)

4 Recommend

Yes Virginia Evil Exists.  Yet he sits there getting paid royally for his smug smile and his fake royalty.
 See Satan doesn’t wear horns.  Never forget.  Never forgive. 

Some 425,000 were deported to Auschwitz-Birkenau. More than three-quarters of
them were gassed on arrival, and additional tens of thousands died from disease,
starvation, and harsh treatment.   



(/user/Azubia)

[new]


Azubia (/user/Azubia) Feb 13 · 10:41:20 PM (/comments/1633269/65509484#comment_65509484)

7 Recommend

Nazi or not, royalty or not, only an asshole wears a medal they didn’t earn for themselves. It’s not
done. 

Unless your a Trumper, of course.



(/user/EMCioran101)

[new]


EMCioran101 (/user/EMCioran101) Feb 14 · 01:57:37 AM (/comments/1633269/65510027#comment_65510027)

3 Recommend

I totally forgot about the nitwit in the black tunic because I totally believed Trump couldn’t win,
nothing that crazy could really happen, and the tunic guy was clear evidence to me.  So now, a
presidential adviser wears the medal of a foreign group that was totally against democracy, gave
armed support to the Nazis, etc, and he ain’t gonna get called anything, because people can’t
decide what to call him in polite “mainstream newspeak,” and will argue  his right to be proud of
his heritage.  Nazi, Fascist, Right Winger, whatever, we’re parsing  the next holocaust.  



(/user/necturus)

[new]


necturus (/user/necturus) Feb 14 · 04:52:37 AM (/comments/1633269/65510453#comment_65510453)

0 Recommend

Horthy was a nationalist conservative whom the victorious World War I Allies had tallowed to take
power after chasing out his predecessor, the Communist Bela Kun. Horthy was regent of the
Kingdom of Hungary (the “kingdom without a king, ruled by an admiral without a navy”) for two
decades before becoming an ally of Hitler, who would not have tolerated a Hungarian government
that was anything but an ally. When Yugoslavia’s pro-German regent Prince Paul was ousted in a
coup in 1941, Hitler invaded and occupied the country.

In 1944, when it became clear Hitler was going to lose the war, Horthy tried to make peace with the
rapidly advancing Soviets. Hitler forced Horthy to resign and had him arrested, putting the overtly
fascist Arrow Cross party in power.

While Horthy was an authoritarian reactionary, he was not an actual fascist and his alliance with
Hitler was dictated largely by circumstances. Even democratic Finland allied with Hitler during the
war.



(/user/Front Toward Enemy)

[new]


Front Toward Enemy (/user/Front Toward Enemy)

Feb 14 · 06:04:28 AM (/comments/1633269/65511039#comment_65511039)

3 Recommend

I’m half-Hungarian.   And nobody in Hungary should be supporting Trump.   Hungary elected a
scumbag a lot like Trump and has been suffering from it ever since.  They’re no longer a democracy
(http://www.newstatesman.com/austerity-and-its-discontents/2013/04/hungary-no-longer-
democracy).    I have cousins there and most of them have fled to other countries to go to college,
and are staying there after graduation because Hungary’s on such a decline under this right-wing
asshole.  Poverty is increasing and unemployment is rising, and freedoms are getting stripped
away to levels worse than it was under Russian control.

Any Hungarian who supports Trump is either a lickspittle who thinks he’ll get special favors by
being a toadie, or he’s a traitorous fool who hasn’t learned from his own country’s mistakes,
because Hungary fucked up, big time, and if we don’t stay vigilant against Trump we’ll suffer the
same fate.



(/user/fastermx)

[new]


fastermx (/user/fastermx) Front Toward Enemy

Feb 14 · 11:12:06 AM (/comments/1633269/65515073#comment_65515073)

1 Recommend

We already HAVE.





(/user/DEMonrat ankle biter)

[new]
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DEMonrat ankle biter (/user/DEMonrat ankle biter)

Feb 14 · 06:49:50 AM (/comments/1633269/65511534#comment_65511534)

3 Recommend

collaborators?

Hell, wiki says

The United States Department of State (https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/United_States_Department_of_State) lists it as an organization that was
directed by Nazi Germany (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nazi_Germany)

DIRECTED BY is a whole lot worse than just mere collaboration



(/user/fastermx)

[new]


fastermx (/user/fastermx) Feb 14 · 11:06:32 AM (/comments/1633269/65514972#comment_65514972)

2 Recommend

Does Trump know of this? Interesting question, because if he did know, it would fit right in with his
worldview. But what if he didn’t know about this? What if he would NOT approve of it?

That’s the interesting part. How could he find out about it? Only if someone TOLD him. He couldn’t
find it out by reading this article. Even if he would deign to read it, he CAN’T.

So this kind of...person could be acceptable in his entourage, all the while Trump not knowing facts
that he’d need to know  before choosing this...person.

He’s like a person who’s both blind and deaf, because he can’t read, and other people must read
everything to him. They will decide what to read to him; he doesn’t even have the capacity to
review and CHOOSE which things he wants to read. And because what they WILL read to him will
only be things he wants to hear about, THEY control what is in-putted into his mind. It means HE
isn’t able to be the administrator —  THEY are.

For the life of me, I can’t remember seeing ANY of Trump’s helpers and advisors on the ballot.

To the Republicans, he’s precious beyond measure, because they can con him into taking actions
that he  might not want to take. Of course, neither he nor they are out of tune with one another,
but that doesn’t change the fact that other people are in total control of what he knows and
doesn’t know. They control h is input, and the input  can be “arranged” to comply with Trump’s
hatreds and can be made to baste his insatiable ego.

What if Trump is eager to bomb Iran, and his aides want him to bomb Mecca? All they have to do is
feed info to him that will enrage him against Saudi Arabia. If they make him angry enough,he’d
reach for the red button.

Do we need him to provide us with global thermonuclear war before we can decide that he is
dangerous?



(/user/Nightflyer)

[new]


Nightflyer (/user/Nightflyer) Feb 14 · 11:08:56 AM (/comments/1633269/65515015#comment_65515015)

1 Recommend

Yes, they’re Nazis. Top to bottom. They love the Holocaust...they think it was a jolly good thing, and
are really annoyed that the camps are now memorials to the victims instead of honoring the
guards and operators who committed the murders.



(/user/Darryl 007)

[new]


Darryl 007 (/user/Darryl 007) Feb 14 · 11:09:35 AM (/comments/1633269/65515026#comment_65515026)

0 Recommend

Age of LIES and snakes….



(/user/Barbysu)

[new]


Barbysu (/user/Barbysu) Feb 14 · 11:27:20 AM (/comments/1633269/65515315#comment_65515315)

1 Recommend

This is outrageous!  To have such an individual in the Trump Administration is beyond normal. 
What is this man, Trump, trying to accomplish with such people in the White House?



(/user/libbysan)

[new]


libbysan (/user/libbysan) Feb 14 · 11:36:21 AM (/comments/1633269/65515458#comment_65515458)

1 Recommend

His US citizenship should be taken away. He had to renounce membership in the Vitesi to become
a citizen and now he proudly wears it! He has committed fraud.



(/user/ijbtheterrible)

[new]


ijbtheterrible (/user/ijbtheterrible) Feb 14 · 11:50:38 AM (/comments/1633269/65515669#comment_65515669)
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1 Recommend

With Bannon and him, they must support nazis and if emperor trump is not stopped, we will
become the same just as Germany did. 



(/user/barbtries)

[new]


barbtries (/user/barbtries) Feb 14 · 11:51:59 AM (/comments/1633269/65515687#comment_65515687)

1 Recommend

I say they’re Nazis. Bannon’s a Nazi and so is this guy. and if this ship cannot be turned around we
are headed for catastrophe.



(/user/slappycd)

[new]


slappycd (/user/slappycd) Feb 14 · 11:59:45 AM (/comments/1633269/65515806#comment_65515806)

1 Recommend

Nazi or not, Gorka is a talking asshole.  All words that spew from his mouth are shit.  Any comment
against Trump or his cohorts is Fake and he has a talent for invalidating views that he doesn’t agree
with.  Listen to him on NPR, I just want to reach into the radio and rip out his…  Anyway,  he is the
Devil on Trumps should just opposite the other shit, BANNON.  It’s a great administration we have.



(/user/Lowell Finley)

[new]


Lowell Finley (/user/Lowell Finley) Feb 14 · 12:02:03 PM (/comments/1633269/65515840#comment_65515840)

1 Recommend

Gorka is the next official we must demand be fired by Trump. Like Flynn, my only question is, how
long has Trump known about this? Before he hired him?



(/user/Yashu)

[new]


Yashu (/user/Yashu) Feb 14 · 12:06:31 PM (/comments/1633269/65515897#comment_65515897)

2 Recommend

Gorka, “You’re Despicable!”  (Yosemite Sam)



(/user/okpkpkp)

[new]


okpkpkp (/user/okpkpkp) Yashu

Feb 14 · 05:23:00 PM (/comments/1633269/65519856#comment_65519856)

0 Recommend

As a kid, reading Bugs Bunny, I pronounced his name by sounding it out, Yo-se-mite.
Yo-se-mite Sam...lol





(/user/Seattnai)

[new]


Seattnai (/user/Seattnai) Feb 14 · 12:19:26 PM (/comments/1633269/65516063#comment_65516063)

0 Recommend

I agree with Indie. 

Nazis,I hate these guys.



(/user/mishmash)

[new]


mishmash (/user/mishmash) Feb 14 · 12:23:04 PM (/comments/1633269/65516110#comment_65516110)

1 Recommend

They sure sound and behave like Nazi’s
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(/user/rmash1948)
[new]


rmash1948 (/user/rmash1948) Feb 14 · 12:24:26 PM (/comments/1633269/65516133#comment_65516133)

1 Recommend

*rolls eyes* Oh joy. *shakes head* The entire Trump Squad needs to be kicked to the curb.
Somehow, someway, they need to be gone. And that includes Trump.



(/user/cmeegan)

[new]


cmeegan (/user/cmeegan) Feb 14 · 12:27:55 PM (/comments/1633269/65516180#comment_65516180)

1 Recommend

You know, this scares me. I see the Shoah on our horizon.



(/user/up chuck)

[new]


up chuck (/user/up chuck) Feb 14 · 12:28:17 PM (/comments/1633269/65516185#comment_65516185)

1 Recommend

Of course he’s a Nazi!  The only asses around Cheetolini that don’t have a Nazi wardrobe are the
ones who prefer white robes and hoods.  Right Sessions?



(/user/dboron)

[new]


dboron (/user/dboron) Feb 14 · 12:33:37 PM (/comments/1633269/65516256#comment_65516256)

1 Recommend

And this is allowed?  Is it insane to wonder why?  I am so disgusted with Congress’s failure to act on
Trump’s treasonous acts and hold him responsible for his staff, his cabinet, his advisers, everyone
who hovers around this tyrant.  By allowing this sort of thing to continue and standing with Michael
Flynn well before the election Trump has committed treason and seems too arrogant or ignorant
to recognize it for what it is.  Republicans in Congress vote in lock-step for his appointments and
condone his actions when someone among them should be calling for the man’s impeachment.
 Why has this not happened, and are these congressmen only representing themselves instead of
the people who elected them?  Wake up.  People are noticing with greater alarm, and legal
proceedings should begin to rid our government of these dangerous people...NOW.



(/user/Arnold Kirschner)

[new]


Arnold Kirschner (/user/Arnold Kirschner) Feb 14 · 12:45:07 PM (/comments/1633269/65516384#comment_65516384)

1 Recommend

The fact that a Trump insider wears that pin and identifies with what it represents is an infection in
our government. The fact that our President allows that is disgusting. I’m quite sure when people
voted for Trump they didn’t what that. They just didn’t know better. In-fact a clear majority of
citizens didn’t want Trump at all. 

This is what happens when you don’t vote. Also, when the press fails its’ job of informing us. They
are still failing us. Fake news huh? It’s time for our press to wake up and rip apart every word our
new Administration says and expose them for the liars and misleaders they are.

Yell at the media “Fake News” and they run off with their tails between their legs. The problem with
that is our country will pay dearly for the results. The results are happening now. Don’t let it.

Mr. Trump wants to make America great again? We are! So, he has to destroy us first so he can
re-make us a great authoritarian fascist nation. You don’t believe me? Look at the people around
him.



(/user/danangme69)

[new]


danangme69 (/user/danangme69) Feb 14 · 12:51:57 PM (/comments/1633269/65516484#comment_65516484)

0 Recommend

We need a go fund.me acct for the defense of patriots who start taking them out one by one.
Before this is over there will be blood.



(/user/KathyGulfCoast)

[new]


KathyGulfCoast (/user/KathyGulfCoast) Feb 14 · 12:53:02 PM (/comments/1633269/65516494#comment_65516494)

1 Recommend

I’ve been watching lots of old movies on TCM, but it’s getting harder and harder to do once you
think about what was going on in Germany, Austria, Poland… Britain and the rest in 1932-1941,
while Hollywood was busy making dance-crazy/singing/love movies, along with the Thin Man and
the rest.  I love those movies, but what did our government know and when did we know it that
kept Americans looking the other way until it was too late for 6 million Jews? 
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(/user/bluepittsley)

[new]


bluepittsley (/user/bluepittsley) Feb 14 · 12:57:31 PM (/comments/1633269/65516555#comment_65516555)

1 Recommend

Glad somebody noticed it and brought it to our attention. Another big UGH! for the Trump
administration!



(/user/Leslie Aronsohn )

[new]


Leslie Aronsohn (/user/Leslie Aronsohn ) Feb 14 · 12:59:43 PM (/comments/1633269/65516589#comment_65516589)

1 Recommend

Just disgusting and disappointing..



(/user/Jrhino)

[new]


Jrhino (/user/Jrhino) Feb 14 · 01:03:36 PM (/comments/1633269/65516641#comment_65516641)

1 Recommend

If they adhered to the Nuremberg Laws,deported over a half million Jews,(3/4 of which were
"gassed" upon arrival),I think it is only took fair to say that they were Nazi collaborators at best and
outright stinking fucking Nazi scum at worst. If walks like a Nazi,if it "sig heils "like a Nazi,it's a
goddammit fucking Nazi. Just like Bannon and Donnie Dumbshit and his father's purity of race
bullshit. Hang'em high!



(/user/Barbara Hood)

[new]


Barbara Hood (/user/Barbara Hood) Feb 14 · 01:06:14 PM (/comments/1633269/65516673#comment_65516673)

1 Recommend

All the little would-be Hitlers have  watched too much Leni Riefenstahl propaganda.  The 1,000 year
empire only lasted a miserable 12 years.  Review films of Dresden and Berlin’s destruction for a
reality check.    



(/user/Luschnig)

[new]


Luschnig (/user/Luschnig) Feb 14 · 01:12:20 PM (/comments/1633269/65516757#comment_65516757)

1 Recommend

There was a lot of collaboration going around in Eastern Europe during the forties.  All Eastern as
well as Western European countries volunteered troops then to fight for Hitler.  And now they
cross their fingers and deny it.



(/user/nolacs22)

[new]


nolacs22 (/user/nolacs22) Feb 14 · 01:12:39 PM (/comments/1633269/65516760#comment_65516760)

0 Recommend

I too, would like to know what a casual anti-Semite is. Are they casually  NOT dangerous too?

They are DANGEROUS no matter what heading, group, cult they aspire to. 



(/user/biglow1)

[new]


biglow1 (/user/biglow1) Feb 14 · 01:15:39 PM (/comments/1633269/65516808#comment_65516808)

2 Recommend

Did he truly think what he was wearing wouldn’t be noticed?  Of course not.  That’s how blatant
45’s cronies are.  Disgusting.



(/user/Gary Owen)

[new]


Gary Owen (/user/Gary Owen) biglow1

Feb 14 · 05:52:24 PM (/comments/1633269/65520173#comment_65520173)

0 Recommend

Most Americans would wear an American flag pin.





(/user/Zootalaws)

[new]


Zootalaws (/user/Zootalaws) Feb 14 · 01:17:33 PM (/comments/1633269/65516831#comment_65516831)

0 Recommend

It's a stretch...
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(/user/lil devil)

[new]


lil devil (/user/lil devil) Feb 14 · 01:26:34 PM (/comments/1633269/65516961#comment_65516961)

1 Recommend

Gorka is as fake as his claims that news media is fake…..except they have varied opinions...he has
only one....he came from that world of ethnic cleansing....why else would Tramp have such a
dimwit around? Birds of a feather swim in the swamp together!



(/user/nightsweat)

[new]


nightsweat (/user/nightsweat) Feb 14 · 01:26:46 PM (/comments/1633269/65516966#comment_65516966)

4 Recommend

I listened to this guy on NPR a couple of weeks ago and I became aware that there actually is such
a thing as a “punchable voice”.



(/user/gobucks3)

[new]


gobucks3 (/user/gobucks3) Feb 14 · 01:27:46 PM (/comments/1633269/65516980#comment_65516980)

3 Recommend

Very scary time right now. There is an agenda clearly in place that isn't spoken of. A very right wing
fascistic agenda. This is why Trump can't hire D.C. government expertise. He has to hire wing
oathkeeper types at best. We got nut job mmm Michael Flynn.... now we need Bannon and Trump.
Let's bury these anti Democratic fukerz!



(/user/onthecoast)

[new]


onthecoast (/user/onthecoast) Feb 14 · 01:32:17 PM (/comments/1633269/65517038#comment_65517038)

2 Recommend

Isn’t this the same guy who lied about being an expert on the Boston Marathon terrorist attack?



(/user/Fredsgirl1)

[new]


Fredsgirl1 (/user/Fredsgirl1) Feb 14 · 02:15:43 PM (/comments/1633269/65517676#comment_65517676)

2 Recommend

This shows that Trump is mentally unfit to be in the White House, let alone our president.  Trump is
proving that he has no talent for choosing suitable people as his advisors or his cabinet.  Gorka
and Kellann are prime examples.

 (http://www.dailykos.com/user/Walter%20Einenkel/rss.xml)Sebatian Gorka clearly gives more
support to a failed WWII nation than his own.  Trump must insist that the Nazi emblem be removed
from Gorkas person and replaced with the Stars and Stripes.  Better still, remove Gorka before
Trump has the embarrassment of being asked to remove him as an adviser. Trumps next move
then must be to make sure that the Nazi party and all it’s emblems be  outlawed in this nation, if it
already hasn’t.



(/user/complacentmenial)

[new]


complacentmenial (/user/complacentmenial) Feb 14 · 03:04:02 PM (/comments/1633269/65518329#comment_65518329)

1 Recommend

Dirty SOB.



(/user/TheLeftLeaningGnomon)

[new]


TheLeftLeaningGnomon (/user/TheLeftLeaningGnomon)

Feb 14 · 03:06:40 PM (/comments/1633269/65518363#comment_65518363)

Adolf Hitler: Gave speeches that inflamed the anger of his followers; said that he wanted to make
the country great again. Donald Trump: Gives speeches that inflame the anger of his followers;
says he wants to make the country great again.

Adolf Hitler: Singled out a religious minority; labeled them as terrorists who wanted to destroy the
country. Donald Trump: Singles out a religious minority; labels them as terrorists who want to
destroy the country.

Adolf Hitler: Promised to make all members of that religious minority register with the
government. Donald Trump: Promises to make all members of that religious minority register with
the government.

Adolf Hitler: Said the State has the authority to close down places of worship of that religious
minority. Donald Trump: Says the State has the power to close down places of worship of that
religious minority.

Adolf Hitler: Vowed to keep members of that religious minority out of the country. Donald Trump:
Vows to keep members of that religious minority out of the country.

Adolf Hitler: Punished newspapers that criticized him. Donald Trump: Says he wants to punish
newspapers that criticize him.

Adolf Hitler: Called for executing the families of terrorists. Donald Trump: Calls for executing the
families of terrorists.

Adolf Hitler: Supported and condoned torture as a legitimate means to ensure the security of the
State. Donald Trump: Supports and condones torture as a legitimate means to ensure the security
of the State.
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2 Recommend

Adolf Hitler: Blamed foreign powers and immigrants for the country's problems. Donald Trump:
Blames foreign powers and immigrants for the country's problems.

Adolf Hitler: Endorsed by white supremacists. Donald Trump: Endorsed by white supremacists.

Now here's a difference Donald Trump: Dodged the draft with a phony injury. Adolf Hitler:
Volunteered for active service in WWI. Volunteered to go back after being wounded at the Battle of
the Somme, was temporarily blinded by mustard gas. Awarded Iron Cross Second Class (1914) and
then Iron Cross First Class (1918). In US terms that would be similar to a Purple Heart, Bronze Star
and Silver Star.



(/user/okpkpkp)

[new]


okpkpkp (/user/okpkpkp) TheLeftLeaningGnomon

Feb 14 · 05:07:50 PM (/comments/1633269/65519699#comment_65519699)

0 Recommend

More ‘coincidences’ than the Kennedy/Lincoln thing that went around decades ago.





(/user/PipeUp)

[new]


PipeUp (/user/PipeUp) Feb 14 · 03:31:44 PM (/comments/1633269/65518678#comment_65518678)

0 Recommend

It appears that the order was revived in 1983.  How this could be done when the Communists still
controlled Hungary (they had suppressed the vitezi rend) I don’t know: probably ex-pats who
wanted to relive some mythical glory days contrived to dig it up.  The order is now, or was until
recently, given for service to the Hungarian people rather than military exploits.  Apparently
Gorka’s father received the title, though no one seems to know when.  He left Hungary with his
family during the 1956 uprising. 

I am not defending Gorka, and it is entirely possible that he is signalling European RW or even
fascist sympathies.  Just thought that a little further information was called for.



(/user/poitou)

[new]


poitou (/user/poitou) Feb 14 · 03:46:14 PM (/comments/1633269/65518858#comment_65518858)

2 Recommend

Can it get any worse?



(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anjaspapa) Feb 14 · 04:20:01 PM (/comments/1633269/65519225#comment_65519225)

2 Recommend

I don’t know. If they emulate Nazis, they seem like Nazis to me. And of course “Herr” Gorka fits
RIGHT in with the rest of the Nazi wannabes in #notmypresident’s coterie.



(/user/BurnBright)

[new]


BurnBright (/user/BurnBright) Feb 14 · 04:41:25 PM (/comments/1633269/65519449#comment_65519449)

2 Recommend

Can someone explain how someone who was arrested for the Federal offense of trying to carry a
firearm onto an airplane get through the WH vetting process?



(/user/okpkpkp)

[new]


okpkpkp (/user/okpkpkp) Feb 14 · 05:04:06 PM (/comments/1633269/65519663#comment_65519663)

0 Recommend

Sorry but this has sickened me to such a degree, I cannot finish. Love all your work, thank you.



(/user/RichardJB)

[new]


RichardJB (/user/RichardJB) Feb 14 · 05:18:46 PM (/comments/1633269/65519806#comment_65519806)

0 Recommend

Disgusting!



(/user/Gary Owen)

[new]


Gary Owen (/user/Gary Owen) Feb 14 · 05:50:29 PM (/comments/1633269/65520154#comment_65520154)

He does appear to have all the right wing apparel, the Republican Neo-Nazis wear the same type of
‘medals’ and regalia to attempt to be consequential in real life.  They seem to think that the mass
murdering losers of WW II are something to be imitated, maybe since these losers can not perform
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0 Recommend

as decent members of our society, they choose to lash out against anyone with an intellect and
respect for all.  Donald did get the vote of the White Nationalists, Neo-Nazis, and the Klan.
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